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INTRODUCTION 
lluorine released from industrial operations is eventual11 de-
pOlfted on the surface ot the earth, intercepted by plante, or abaorbed 
in open bodi •• of water. !he term fluorine a8 used in this thesie will 
b. considered to refer to fluorine in combined torm. 
Industrial expansion haa caused atmoaphere pollution from fluorine 
in many parts of the United Statea. Utah Countl, Utah, 1. one of the 
affected area, and i, the prinCipal area ot concern in this the.il. 
In the spring ot 1951, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station 
initiated a broad investigation on loi1, vater, plant, and animal 
problems arising trom fluorine atmolpheric pollution. The ItUdy ot 
the loll in the affected area i, part of the broader inYe.tlgationl 
jointl, conducted by the departmente of Chemistry, Veterinar,r SCience, 
Botany, and Agronomy_ 
The objeotlTes of the soils phase of the studf were two-told: 
1. A atudJ of the distribution of fluorine in soils .s related 
to industrial contamination sources in Utah County_ 
2_ A greenhouse stud, of uptake of fluorine bl plants grown on 
eoll, treated with soluble fluoride talts. 
Baturall, oceurriy lou.ro,. ot fluorin • .!!! !hi loll 
Since fluorine i, one ot naturels most active elements, it 1. 
a1.0" uniT.rlall, t.l1M in coabined forma. I«neous rock. ulnall, 
contain thl, element in ~arrlng amount. (0.01 to 3.36 per oent) and 
its eompounds bay. b.en found widel, distrIbuted in manr types of rock 
ton.tlon. Clarle and Washington (1924) report that fluorine average. 
290 parte per million in the 10 ml1e deep crnst of igneous and a.d1-
•• ntarl rocks. Jetteri.1 (1951) found the aY.~e li ••• ton •• contain 
fro. zero to 10,0 parte per million ot fluorine. Occ •• ionall, sampla. 
were found with higher fluorine contents. On. 8uch lample contained 
, 2.11 per cent. 
!he .oat important fluorine bearing mlnerala inclUde fluorite or 
tluorspar (CaJ2), apatite (3~(P04}2QLP2)' er7olit. (~Alr6). and 
•• 41mentar,r phosphate. SeYeral minor mineral. that contain fluorine 
2 
(1b~8r •• 1921) are tOpal (A12(JOH)28104); phlogoplte (B2~Al(S104» 
wh1ch allo contains fluorine and iron; lepidolfte (LiIll2(OH,J)(S103»)); 
horn~leDd. (nQa(Mg'.),S10j )4 ~n(Al"e)(l,OH)(SfO))): y •• uvlanlte 
(~At,(OH,~)(81~)S); •• 4 chon4rodite (M«5(7,OH)2(Sl04)2). A 'able 
ot anal,lil (Clark, 1924, p. 163) ot ho~bl.nde indicat •• a flUOrine 
content Tarring fro. 0.1 per CeDi \0 1.8 per cent fluorine. 
lobin,oD and IdIincton (1946) indicated tnat the CODmon loll aln-
eral_, biotite and muscovIte, are the main natural 8GUrce ot flttorlne 
in sol1a. Steinkoenlg (1919) concluded from hi. ob •• ryatlon and tho •• 
of othen ,hat the origin of the na\ural occurring tl't1orine In the loll 
• 
Ii contribute4 by such minerals as biotite, tourmalin, mnscoTite, apa-
ttte, fluorite, and phlo~oplt.. Of the Burface and lubsoil samples of 
nine diff.rent type I of loil analyzed, fluorine occurred in amount. 
aYeraging 0.03 per cent. He noted that a hIgher content may be expected 
in 8011a carrying larger amount. of mica. 
Maclntlre, W1Dterb.r~, !kompson, and Hatcher (1942) estimated that 
the annual rainfall _rings d&Wn 0.15 pounda of fluorine per acre at a 
certain place in T.nne ••••• 
Artificial 12urc •• Rl flUorine 11 !2!! 
There are tour sourees of artiticial fluorine additions to the soil: 
1. fluorine In superphosphate tertlli~er8 used extensivel, tor 
fertilizing cul\lTsted loll. 1n the United 8tates~ 
2. Local .trluents of fluorine from varioul manufacturing processes. 
3. Us. of cer\aln inlecticides haTing a fluorine baBe. 
4. Limestone use4 in liming acid loils. 
fluorine compounds are libera\ed into the air bl industrial pro-
c •••••• which make ute ot high temperatures in the treatment ot materials 
containinr fluorine. etther aa a natural impurity, or added as fluor-
spar for tluxi~ proce ••• s, a8 in some metallurgical process.a, the 
ceramic Indultr.r. and othera. 
Cryolite i, important in the production of aluminum by the videly 
used electrolrtlc procesl. Apatite and •• dimentary phosphate rock are 
u •• ' in the manufacture ot luperphoaphates and pho.pho~.. Some com-
pounds ot fluorine may be liberated into the aurroundlnc atmolphere br 
in4ultries u81~ these comp~nd. unless adequate equipment Is installed 
to collect the •• 
The burning of coal b7 homes and industries liberate. small quant-
itiel of fluorides into the atmosphere. The mOlt common torma of 
I 
liberated fluorine compattnds are hfdrogen fluoride and silicon tetra-
fluoride, which are colorless gases and solid particulate fluorides. 
(Greenwood, 19401 Bobin.on and Idgington, 1946; and Roholm, 1937). 
4 
Of perhaps minor consequence, fluorine is added to the so11 by the 
application of certain insecticides. Thil, however, is presumed to be 
confined to small local areas. 
Limestone, when ueed tor liming acid 8011s, may contribute arti-
ficially added fluorine in Yarring amounts, depending on the natural 
content. The amount of fluorine is variable in limestones irom differ-
ent localities. 
Fluorine contept ~ !oi1, 
Naturally oocurring fluoride lourees and artlticlalll produced 
sources are both contributors to the total fluorine content of loils. 
Both vary eonslderab1,. depending on the difference in local areas in 
soll parent materials and type and extent ot industrialization. 
St.inkoenl~ (1919) val perhaps the first individual to make an 
analysi. of loll for fluorine. He found from a trace to 1500 p.p.a. 
of fluorine in fourteen samples from nine locations In eastern United 
States. Jollowi~ Stefnkoenfgts earl1 studies, no record is evident 
from the literature ot loll ana1,.e. tor fluorine oontent until Maclntire 
and Winterberg (1942) publt8hed analyses f~r six soil types. Although 
it 1s not giYen, 1t 18 presumed the samples were of Iurface Boil. ane 
s011 vas 8 fine sandf loam and the other tive ~ere silt loami. !he 
fine sandy loam bad a fluorine content of 93 p.p ••• , while the silt 
lOBma--each a different 8011 type and presumably non-calcareous--had 
fluorine content. relpectlvely ot 80, 103, 109, 125, and 338 p.p.m. of 
fluorine. 
Ana1ls8. (McHargue and Hodgkiss, 1939) of tvo lysimeter 80118, 
5 
e) p.p ••• and 411 p.p.m. of fluorine, are reported. In a red c~ lub-
loil, 4S p.p.m. of fluorine was found. 
ltoblnlon and lciglngton (1946) made a notable contribution to the 
data availab1, on the fluorine con\ent ot 10111. !his va. the first 
purposeful att8llpt to 8upplr more information in this field. The fluor-
ine content of 30 prottl •• , 137 .amples in all, representing salls of ' 
yaried ,.xture, parent material, and g.~~phlc distribution, are ,tYan, 
al well a8 location and respective profIle depths ot sampling. The 
fluorine content varied !roa a trace to 7,070 p.p ••• in an unusual 
fennell •• soIl, MaurJ 8i1t loam, conta1n1nc phosphate rock. fhe average 
for the lurfac. soils vas 292 p.p.m., and the average tor subsoile 
(Maur.y lilt loam excepted) val 393 p.p.m. ot fluorine belov six inch ••• 
Th, protile 4epthl ot ... pling ~arie4 trom 19 inchel to 108 inch •• , with 
the average depths of prottle observations being approxiaate11 60 inch ••• 
In ,eneral, the aandJ 10111 were found to be low in fluorine conteat 
and the heayler textured loll, were found to be hlCh. Another character-
i.tie feature of fluorine distribution in the •• loll profi1 •• vaa the 
"niencf, «en.ra11,. tor the fluorine content to iner .... with the 
depth ot the profile • 
. Prince, lear. Brennan, Leone, and Dain ••• 1949, reported naturallr 
ecc1'1rriDg fluorine ot 11; and 181 p.p ••• in Sa,safraB sandf loam and. 
loam 80i1s. 
Another important contribution bl BoblnBon and Idglngton (1946) 
1. the anal, ••• of certain .ieaeeous ela,., purified and lubmitted to 
them by Dr. C. S. Ross of the Geological Su.rYe, tor anal,ail. ~able 1 
ahowl the result. of the anal, ••• ot thel. ela". 
6 
Table 1. fluorine content ot certain micaceous ela,8 
Mineral Location Fluorine 
p.p.lD. 
Hrdrous mica PlatteYille. Wisconsin 5800 
MulcoTlte Staley, North Carolina 400 
Ordovician bentonite Chattoga County, Georgia 4;00 
Ordovician bentonite Seyler Dam, Tennessee 7400 
Serecite Guanajuato, Mexico 1800 
Serecite Staley. Borth Carolina JOO 
Jurther evidence or the degree to which the colloidal traction of 
the loll cGntribut •• to the total fluorine in the .oils i. shown in 
table 2, below. also from Robinson'. and ~lngtont. (1946) publication. 
Tabla 2. 7luor1ne content oof so11 and extracted colloid 
1 in lin 
5011 Location Colloid 90i1 colloid 
per cent p.p.m. p.p.m. 
Oaribou loam Presque Isle. Maine 18.2 390 850 
Deeatur clay loam lear Decatur, Alabama 40.9 178 268 
Herrick silt loam Carlin .... ille. Illinois 17.9 311 664 
Sable eilt1 cia, loam Aledo. Illino1e 25.9 220 530 
Wooster silt loam Wooster. Ohio 14.6 184 831 
Hagerstown silt loam State College, h. 22.9 j16 578 
, 
The above data show a considerable concentration of fluorine in 
the colloidal fraetion of the soil. With the exception or Sable stltT 
clay loam, part of the fluorine present in all the s011s had been con-
tributed by added superphosphate fertIlizer. The great complexltl ot 
the stud, of the effect ot fluorine ~ddition. to the so11 bl natural 
and artificial means i. apparent from the above considerations. 
Dickman and Bray (1941) demonstrated the replacement of bJdroXJl 
ot the olar fraction bl fluorine. Marshall (l949) a180 discussed the 
phenomenon ot absorption and liberation of anions b, the exchange com-
plex. Since OEr and ~ are practically the same size, their exchange 
involves no lattice arra~ements. fh. onll factor preventing complete 
sUbstitution of ~ for OS- lies in the inaccessibility of most of the 
? 
OEl groupe. In clay9 of the kaolinite group. only OEr groups on outer 
planar surfaces and edges are accessible. However. in the h¥drated 
halloyslte known aa endellite, all OU- group. should eventually be 
accelsible, since the kaolinite ttnit, are separated by double layers of 
water molecules into which the ~ ions mIght readIly penetrate. In the 
montmorillonite clals accessible oU- groups are only on the cr,ystal edges. 
~ant1tative evidence demonstrating the stoichiometric replacement 
ot hydroX71 ions by tluorine vas presented (Dickman and BraT, 1941). 
The, recovered absorbed phosphate on kaolinite by shaking with solutions 
of ammonium fluoride, and found that complete recovery of added phos-
phate was obtained br shaking 1 gm. of kaolinite with ;0 mI. of O.IN 
neutral N~Y tor one minute. 
Dean and Bublnl (1947) used a fluoride solution 8S a means of 
studying anion-exchange capacity and the exchangeable phosphorus of soil 
in particular. These investigators found this solution gave a sati8-
factory estimate ot exchangeable phosphorus. The phosphorus retained 
b1 soil. aa an eschangeable anion ia virtually completely removed b7 
fluorid., hfdrox1de, and citrate solutions. 
8 
Maclntlre and as.oelate. (1949), in their 20 year reTley of the 
efteeta of fluorine on 8011. and crop. in Tennessee, reported that a 
mean at 0.059 per oent fluorine content and 0.05 per cent calcium car-
bonat. was found tor nine &ample. ot phospha.lc 1011. collected on and 
near the Middle !enn ••• ee Ixperlment Station farm. light similar Maur,J 
eoun', tield loll. gaYe a mean content ot 0.0;1 per cent ot fluorine and 
a •• an content of O.Os per cent calcium car~onate. Six Kentucky loll. 
supplied to the Tenne.lee ItattoD contained 0.06 per cent fluorine and 
0.025 per cent OaOO). 
Although it was not possible to review the original publication in 
the Rulsian language (Vinogradov and D&nilov8. 1948), these investigator, 
reported a aeries of analyses ot 9011s tro. variou. regionl of Bullia 
~ith fluorine contents ranging from 0.01 to O.Oj per cent, the average 
bein« 0.02 per cent. 
Of perhaps eYen grea\er dIfflcultr than a.c.rtaini~ the source of 
>fluorine In 80il, is an a'tempt to appra1se the tinal effect ot all 
artilicia1 addition. to our lolli, particularly if the rate at which 
the, are reachlng our 8011. 1, maintained or aecelerated in the future. 
In mOlt cales, however, real .tfort. are beIng made to prevent excel. 
fluorine oontaminants from reachinc plants, 90118, and animal. in toxic 
leY.11. 
,luerin. uptake k[ plant. 
The major portion of the IttY'ltigatlons concerning fluorine uptake 
by plante has been undertaken line. the end of World War II. 
St.lnkoenig (1919) reports that the rrench workers Gautier and 
Claulman in 1919 round an average ot 26.5 p.p ••• of fluorine in the 
9 
dried material of 63 tood planta. Some ot their analrses on a fresh 
weight baai. werel potato.I, e p.p.m.; tomato.l, 20 p.p.m.; buckwheat, 
127 p.y.m •• carrot tuber, 4 p.p.m.~ asparagul, 52 p.p.m.;peach fruit, 
2q p.p.m.; 1rench turnip tuber, 14 p.p ••• ; altalfa, ljO p.p.m.; cabbage, 
9 p.p.m.; strav\errr. 12 p.p ••• : aaparagna (roung ehoot), 52 p.p.m.; 
apricot fruit, 30 p.p.a. Thele valu •• undoubtedl, include contaminant 
amounts on the .nrtao.a of the leaves and are not all accounted for bl 
pbJsiological ttptake. 
The work ot Bart, Phillips, and Johstedt (19)4) shoved very low 
values ot fluorine 1n the air 4rl samples of alfalta, clover and t1motbf, 
mixed bal, eow pea hay, wheat, oat grain, and straw. fhe highest value 
was approximate1, 2.0 mgm. per kilogr.am of air dry alfalfa. The main 
contribution intended b1 their paper wal to call to the attention of 
publle health officials, agronomist a , and tertl11~er manutacturers the 
problem that contront. them in the practice of add1~ fluorine to our 
801la. 
A primary contribution of uptake studies of fluorine br plants wal 
contributed \7 Bartholomew (1915). He also made an important studT ot 
the effect or Yarl1ng concentrations of fluorine compounde en the 
germinatIon of leeds, using Tarring amo~nt. of la~. Oal2, and Na2S1J6 
up to 50 p.p.m. fluorine. Seeds ueed to check germination were Sudan 
gra •• , cawpeas, soybeans, white dutch clover, and red elOYer. Relulta 
showed little or no injurious eftects on the ••• ds u,ed. His result. 
trom solution culture .'udl •• ualng cowpea. as a crop and the three 
chemicals in concentrations ot the aboTe .a1ts up to 10 p.p.m. , pro-
duced fluorine eontent of tops ot 33. 5.5, and 445 p.p.m. 1 relpectivel,. 
Mitchell and Idman (1945) made a rather complete review of fluorine 
in SOils, plants, and animal. up to the time of their publication. 
Considerable new material bas been added since. 
Maelnt1re and Winterberg (1942) made the first extensive effort 
to study fluorine uptake from solls. Additive fluorides were in the 
form of phosphates and slags. The fluorine content ot nine successive 
crops (6 crops Sudan grass, 2 crops red clover, 1 crop radishes) grown 
in pot cultures ot MonteTallo silt loam was determined. The source ot 
fluorine 1n the s011 was 1150 Ib./acre ot fluorine added in a large 
application of superphosphate, plua a ~rotectiye' applIcatIon of a 
20 ton equivalent per acre of yollastonite (CaCOJ). The mean content 
of fluorine tor the 9 crops vas on11 four parts per million. 
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Another study was made using Hartselle tine sandy loam and Fuller-
ton silt loam in greenhouse cultures and allo in 36 outdoor concrete 
frames tilled with soil 18 years pr~1ou91y to a 30 inch depth. The 
above lolls were limed at equivalent rates of 4500 and 2250 Ibs. per 
acre of Oac~ respectivel,. and lluorine was added in slags and phos-
phatic materials, or preCipitated CaJ2• !he highest fluorine content 
ot plants obtained was tor red cloTer grown on Montevallo silt loam 
treated with a large amount of slag containing 2.3 per cent fluorine. 
This was only 29 p.p.m. fluorine. Radish tops contained up to 25 p.p.m. 
fluorine on the eame 80il. Sudan gr,aSI, the third crop used in these 
extensive experiments, attained the b1~hest content grown on Bartsells 
tine sandy loam treated with slag and phosphatic material. The entire 
range ot values obtained in these uptake 9tudiea was only one to 29 p.p.m. 
fhese anthors conclude tbat there 1. no significant uptake br 
Ive.t clOYer, red ol~er, and S~dan grass trom conTentional use ot 
fluoride-bearing fert111%ers and liming materials. !his vanld seem a 
reasonable conclusion, inasmuch as the fluoride form added il relativel1 
insoluble and the higher rainfall of bnmid areas d08s not allow 
ac~la'lon of the loluble lod1-. aDd pot.lsium fluorid •• in the loll 
proti1e. 
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Maclfttire. Vint.rber«. ClementI. and ~rham (1947) extended the 
tie14 ot know1e4ge ot fluorine up\&ke with studi •• on the eftecta of 
calcium fluoride on loi1. Uptake atudies ware carried out in the green-
ho~ •• on Bar,.,lll, fina aandl loam in 2-gallon glazed pott. Source of 
tluanne vas precipitated Cal2 and tluorspar at rat •• up \0 3040 pounds 
o! fluorine per acre, with and without application. ot 83 pound. ot 
P20S per acre. Limeatone and tvo experimental calcium ,lag8 were used 
.a controll. It vill be '.eD tro. the.e data tbat because ot the rela-
tiT.ll higher Byallab11tt, of the fluorine trom the fluorine loure •• 
added, the uptake of fluorine b, the plants ia conliderabl, greater 
than tbat reported b, Maclntlre ed Winterberg. at al, 1942, abOY •• 
Sudan gra •• grown on the Bartselll tine sandT loam, treated with 
3040 pounda per acre of preoipitated CaJ2 and 83 pounds per acre ot P20S 
.a luperphosphat., produced toliage of 170 p.p.m. On the aame loll. 
bu, trea,.d with tluorlpar, the Sudan g~ •• topa attained a o&ntent ot 
1000 p.p.m. ~rovn on the same loll, under the .am. treatments, ~. 
cral. topa attained & oontent of 3,0 p.p ••• and 600 p.p ••• re.p.city.Ir_ 
!'he lov •• ' u.ptake Talu8 obta1ne4 val 110 p.p.m. tor the Sudan gral. 
grown on the soii treated with tluor,par at the rate of 2040 pound. ot 
tluorlne per acre an.4 an application ot Itlperpholphate (83 pounds P205 
per acre). !he hleh level ot up\aka 11 notewortbJ in thil Itud,. 
MacIntlr., Wlnterber«. at al (1947) tottnd that when the lolls of 
the aboye potl were COMpOlt ted, and. two pot. ot each tour vere limed 
at the rate of two ton. Gt CaCa, per acre, the leYel ot uptake val mach 
1ell. On the two pot. that were lett unllmed, the leYel of uptake val 
onl, ,8 p.p... tlaorine, while the limed pots indicated a~ ~ptak. Talu. 
of onll 12 p.p.m. flaorine. The •• same authora anal1zed alfalfa rootl 
under the J040 pounds of fluorine per acre incorporations and reported 
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them aa containing 70 p.p._. fluorine compared to the controls avera«1nc 
about 18 p.p.m. fluorine. The authors conclude there were no detrimental 
effects of calcium fluoride upGn plant growth and composition when in-
corporated in loil1 with lime added. 
Studi •• with nutrient solutions (Leone, ~rennan, Daines and Robbinl, 
194B) containing fluorine in ~uantlties trom 0 to 40 p.p.m. were con-
ducted using peach .eedlings, tomato, and buckwheat plants. In all 
thr •• plant Ipeci •• accumulation in the tissues increased as the fluor-
ine concentration in the sUbstrate val increaled. Table 3 summarise. 
Table 3. IUtrient solution fluorine uptake studies with peach ••• dlings, 
tOl&&to, and buckwheat plants (Leone, at a1 1948) 
Plant 
Peach leav •• 
Peach leavea 
Tomato leaves 
Touto lea ... 8. 
lhlckwh .. , 
Sub.'rate concentrations 
of r 
p.p ••• 
10-25 
50-400 
10-25 
50-400 
10-400 
Bange ot uptake 
1 
p.p.m. 
220-261, 
2)2-1442 
82-277 
319-2179 
101-1910 
!he general pattern ot foliage inju17 in the above study for the 
mediu concentrations of f'lu·oril1e appeared to be similar tor all three 
speeies. lor aettTe1r grown plants, the authors oDserved, injur,y first 
appeared on the tips of the lounger leavel, then extended along the 
1) 
leaf marrin, and. finall, inward toward the midrib. The Inju17, aceord-
i~ to the authors, ap~eared al a leorehing of the affected areas. At 
the highe.t fluorine concentrations, necroeis val preceded br a «eneral 
vlltin« of the plant al a result of root 1njur,y. The injurr in this 
cale progressed trom the pettoles and veins toward the lear blade •• 
To a.certain whether the addition of .1neral fluorides to 8011 
would atfect the fluorine content of «rasa. Cbnrchl11, Rowla" and 
Martin (1948) determined the fluorine content ot grass from lawna of 
the Aluminum Besearch Laboratoriea. Chemicall, treated plots cut in 
June, 1946, ga.Te high Tlllue., caused in a large part by dusting of the 
gra •• blad •• and retention of dust. in the intercepts. A September 
cutting gaT. 1 ••• tot the aT_race of the treated tban the untreated, 80 
the author. conclude that the addition ot mineral fluorides to the loll 
did not appreciabl, attect the flUorine content of grals. 10 record ia 
gi'Yen, hovner, of caretul vashing ot the loluble fluorides off of the 
gra •• blade. before anal,a!. va. made to ~.t a more accurate measnre of 
fluorine content b1 uptake trom the loi1. 
In a twentr-7ear report on the eftects ot fluorine on Tenne.l.e 
Boil, and crops, W. H. Maclntire and a •• ociat81 (1949) reported briefl, 
on uptake studies. A r.."iew of ,the 11 terature of the Tennesse. group 
reported abare leadl to the following conclusions: 
• 1. A good auppll of calcium in the soil serves to assure that 
forage crops will not acquire a harmful content, either from component, 
native to the loil, or from fluorine incorporations manr t1mea those 
from additive insecticide mater!al., fertilisers, or increments troB 
the atmolphere. 
2. In eYer" instance of incorporation ot fluorine eomponndl into 
loll. ot reasonable calciua carbonate content, no significant enhancement 
1 r: f:. ') .~ ~ 
1 L"".l~~:.&: 
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of tl'tlortu lon'_' in 'Yep'.'ioll grown in the Ir •• J1hou •• under exper1-
.ea\.ll, impoled conditione va. touad, eYen when conditions were Dot 
COUll"!., to llpt.ak •• 
,. ro~ ... , aCt~lr. relatiTel, heaYJ tlllorlne cont .. lnatioa 
tr~ the a'.o.p~r. aDd Jet ,how ao etfect. .pon le.f .t~c'ur •• 
4. 11_011.4,. utt.e in pholl'hatic loil. do no\ induce abnoraal 
oon\.n'. of fluorine ta for.are crown ,hereoa. 
S. Iaoorpora\e4 tl .. orine co.pound, 40 not cau •• f111on.8 '0 
.t,ra'. ia'o the crop Oil loll. that oont.i .. calaia 1n ad.eqa.at. pro-
pontona. 
III the a\o-re a'u41 •• \, Maelnttre, at al, how .... r •• 0" of the 
fl1tol1na I .. n •• we" relatiyelf lnlolubl. co_pared with other 101.'1, 
for.. known ,. be ln exist.nae. !he •• undoubtedl, ha •• a l •••• r .tfect 
on aptake "han ,he .ore solu\l. torma of iDcorpora'.' !l.orid ••• 1, •• 
4J1D.i. M. Burel-kner (1950) 4.,.,.11184 the extent to which fluorine 
C&Il ... altlor'be4 trOll a .011 b, plant root., and the extent to which 
a'bsorpt!oa ou. 'be controlled 1ar 1t.lD«- Sa.aafraa 10am1 sand. val u •• d 
tor t~ •• p,ak •• tadl... !hI. val an ao14 lot1 (pH 5.0) oont.iniQl 
12 p.p... et naturally oe~rrtDC flttorlne. Soil, .ere 11.84 and unlt •• d 
and tlllo'l'ine 10'O.re •• i.e1u.ded D. 1aJ, and Car2• Collard.. aad. wckwhea, 
wen .1. '0 .,.q the uptake ot tluorine. 'able'" «1.,. •• ,he fluorine 
ia t"o orop. ot collardl u4 one orop of ackvhea.\, C!'OW1l 011 li .. d ad 
aalta.a loll. trea\-' with tbre. difterent ah •• teal, .a fluorine loure ••• 
fhr •• 1 .... 1. ot tlaorine, SO, 18, and 102 p.p •••• were ad4e4 to ,he 
1011. 
fable 4. n.on •• content. of pluts grown Oil limed. and u.nl.lmed 
cr-eaho~ •• lo!l. treated with fluoride. (Hurd-Earr.f, 1950) 
:r1uorin• oonttll \ ot drx t 1. IU •• 
Collard. Collard. Buckwheat 
SoIl Crop 1 Crop 2 Crop 3 
treatm.nt (SO p.p.lI. 1 (78 p.p.m •• (102 p.p ••• ., 
added. \0 loll) added to loil) ad.cled to .011) 
p.p ••• p.p.lI. p.p ••• 
Check uli.ed. ).1 4 .. 0 59 
Check limed '.2 ).0 10 
HJ 96 262 9900 
HJ p1n. 11 ... 4) :31 900 
~ 6e 111 2450 
Jar pl •• If .. 45 18 8, 
CaJ2 37 21 
CaJ'2 plus llu 5 5 
Juckwh .. , .. , b. conlidered an aoou.ulator ot fluorine. Inju~ 
va. not manite.t in the 900 p.p... leY.1, but collard. were .tunted 
is 
.... rel' with the uptake yalu •• ot 96, 111, and 262 p.p •••• respectivel,. 
Fluorine uptake val great.r tro. the Bl treat.eni than froll the 1Ial 
treat.en' of the 1011. Unl1med 1011 allo shoved greater uptake than 
the 11.,4 loil. HoweYer ... en on the limed so11a, fluorine uptake showed 
a 11,nitloant yalue tor the eollards under 'he 50 p.p.m. ot fluorine 
aDd 78 p.p ••• of fluorine loll treat.en'. when co~red with the un-
'reat.ed loll. 
the up,.k. of fluorine trom loll t, reper'e4 (Maclntlre, Winterberg, 
Olement., Jone •• an4 1o'lnlon, 1951) In three luce •• liTe cropt of 801-
bean., l •• pede.a, aad. 0&". fable S bnef1r lu_n ••• their resulta, 
'vo loil, haYing been pr8Yioual, treated with :3 to 4.5 tonI of lime-
stone per ),000,000 pounds ot 1011, with added source. of fluorine 
Table 5. Uptake ot tlaoriue from ClarklTille lilt loam and Hart.8l1, 
tine ,andy 10" b, I07bean8, lespedesa, and oata (Maclntlre, 
8\ al, 19.51) 
Crep 
Leaped,sa 
Oat. 
lta \. of f1 110 rf ne added 
to 3,000,000 lb •• soil 
300 lb •• Y 
675 lb •• r 
975 lb •• , 
Uptake ot , 
(~e of Talu8.) 
p.p.m. 
6 to 8 
6 to 10 
4 to 6 
Apparentl, the added lime vaa lufficient to k.ep the uptake ot 
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fluorine tor all three crops from both 1011. t·o a mlnimUII. The authors, 
in studying ~roundvat.r leachln«s under the Tartons treatments, conclude 
that groundwater d14 Dot dissolTe a harmful concentration of fluorides. 
Working with hJ4rogen fluoride a8 a source ot soluble fluorine 
additive to soi18, Maclntire, Winterberg, Clem.nts, Hardin, and Jones, 
19;1, report their work in an important paper. The, B.tudied uptake ot 
fluorine bl clcwer. Soile uled were Bart.e11, tine aandJ loam, ne.tur-
&111 containlnr 169 p.p.m. fluorine, and Olark8Yille ailt loam, con-
taining natura111 160 p.p.m. fluorine. Both s011, were treated with 
hldr~.n fluoride in 100, 400, and 800 pound application. per acre of 
surface loll. Part of each .011 was limed vi th 2 to 4 tons ot OaC0:3 
per acre surface, and other parts vere left unllmed. rhese results 
are summar! •• d in table 6. 
'!'abl. 6. Itt.cts ot appllca'lona et hJdrotlnorio ao1d to the turfao. 
of two .Gil. (Maolntire, .t al, 1951) 
'luorine 
appl1oatlonl 
., 1n pIn'r Sop, 
unlilled 
J in clO"l.r \opt 
l11le4 
17 
(Bange ot , limine 
treatllle;t.' 
Ib/aore 
.Qa Bar".IlI au. ,ap4r lsJa 
Wo tnatllen' 
100 
400 
.800 
.2A Clark,,11l. I.U1l!11. 
10 treat.ea' 
100 
400 
800 
p.p ••• 
16 
19 
82 
(lethal) 
14 
19 
S6 
lSO 
p.p ••• 
11-:20 
12-21 
19-24 
23-44 
13-1S 
15-20 
22-29 
43-92 
!Tom the .\0.1 re.ult •• the fluorine content ot the eloper grown 
on the unlime4 loll. 1s in .leniticant aaOttAte tor the 400 aDd aoo 
poUIUI. treatmenta ot fluorine. Jor the 800 pound flUorine treatment on 
the limed loll, the 1.,,1 Is .1,alticaat. ..peeiall, tor the Clark,-
Yl1le ailt loam. 
w. H. Maolntire (1952) reported on 'air .ersul so11 aa channell 
tor flaorie aOJ1Uainatioa of Tee.\atioD. in two f.nn ••••• local •• ·•• 
Hi .tateel ,bat - ••• &nJ plant uptake of fluorine fro. &441 'iY. fluorine 
fa loil ean be .stabliehel preci •• 17.' In 20 ,.art' studi •• he oo~ 
elude. that 80i1& po ••••• distinctive capacities \0 fix additiY8 tluoJid •• 
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againat rainwater leachings, and against migration of the fluorine ion 
into the abore-Iround fo~. orops; and that luch migration 1s repressed 
111 iOil ".'ems that contain adeq,u'. caloium supplies,. He also stated 
that hl«h soil pH reduoes the .o. ... n\ ot ,he fluoride ion into plant 
top •• 
In the two videl, separated count1 •• ot Blount and MaurI in Te~e •• ee, 
Maclntlre tound the major IOUrc.S ot fluoric contamination to be atmos-
pheric rather than the .ptake of fi_orid •• fro. the 8011. 
Daine., Leone, and )rennan (1952) reported OD the effect of fluorine 
Oil plant. a. 4etermined bf tlp'ake troll ta114 cultures and tuigation 
studt... llu.orine •• I.:r va_ applied in coneeat,rations of 0-400 pop.mo 
to a yarl.'1 ot plante in .aDd culture. !omato •• treated with the •• 
Tarring ooncentration, produced tollage ~nglng from 10 p.p.m. at the 
lowest to 2,179 p.p ••• at the hi«hest fluorine treatment. These workers 
uled fluorine snaIl.et of lea ••• and roo'. ot plants grown on lev Jers., 
.oil, to 4istin«ttlah betw.en atmospheric enrichment ot plant tissue by 
fluorine coapoands and fluorine ablorbed D1 the roots from the substrate. 
Atmospheric fluorine result. In high leaf and low root fluorine content: 
1011 fluorine oausee a hl«h lea! and eyen hIgher root content. Also, 
in loll ,tudi.I, the authors found that as the pH ot the,loil was in-
orea •• a the degree of t~uor1n. toxiclt1 snd the amount of fluorine br 
plant. were minimized. The •• workers a180 recognl~ed tbat a high fluor-
Ine content vat not alva,. accompanied bl definite ligns ot fluorine 
Injurl. Gladiol •• and ~each exhibited .evere foliage injury with low 
foliage tluori,ne (30-50 p.p.II.). On the other hand, such plants as 
bean, spinach, plantain, ragve.d, and. petunia vere capable of ablorb1n« 
10118«8 conteat. of 200 to 600 p.p.m. without showing fluorine Injur,. 
Conclusion, fro. the literature reTiewe4 
1. The migration of the fluorine ion into the foliage b1 roo' 
absorption is minimized in heavily limed 1011s. 
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2. 50 difference has been expressed in uptake abilities ot p~,. 
to extract fluorine from limed eastern soils and normall, calcareou. 
western lolls. 
1. Increased 80il pH decrease. the toxicity ot fluorine componnda 
at well as the amount absorbed by plant tis.ues through the roots. 
4. The colloidal fraction of the soil i8 responsible for absorp-
tion and fixation ot lome of the fluorine in loill. Lime mal allo fix 
fluorine in aol1s. 
5. Uptake from soils i8 materiall, greater when the source at 
fluorine 1s in a soluble form, such as Bal, 11, or Hr, rather t~ Cal2 
or phosphatic slags, eYen though lime mar be pre.ent. 
6. Plants differ in their abilities to abaorb fluorine from 
9011. or nutrient lolntlonl. 
7. 'Lar~e quantltie. ot fluorine in plant tissue can be present 
without any indication of tissue injurr. 
8. There i. little evidence in the literature as to what amount. 
in plant tilsue, on either dry weight basis (e.g., as cured hay) or 
moilt weight balis (e.g., aa pasture plante) start being toxic to animal 
bodle. when taken in &8 tood. Plants.., not ahow ey1dence ot any 
tis.ue injury and ret mal be able to absorb tluorine in quantIties fro. 
the 8011 alone to exert the tame pbJa1010gical .ffect OD animal bodie. 
as tho.e plant. which may b. completel, contaminated with fluorine from 
the at.osphere. 
9. Air contaminatIon account. tor a greater amount of fluorine 
in plant ti8au •• than do •• uptake from iol1, but uptake alone 1. 
lomet1me •• ~tlcant wfthGnt an7 air cOB'aalnatlon ot plant tissues. 
10. !here 11 no wld.en-e. 111 the literature as to the 1«8ll of 
fluorine in calcareous or non-calcareous lolls required. to indu.ce 
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enough :fluorine uptake into plant ti •• nee to caul. pqsiological .flee'. 
in animal •• 
C01'1"~latlon of fluorine in plant_, espeoiall,. forage arOpa, ·rith 
pbJllo1og1oal lJIIPiom8 of fluorolil in animale, eho1ll4 b. _de in order 
ter tbe relults ot ttptake studt •• to be 1n,.llirentl, interpreted. 
11. Abo.ph.ric fluorine result. in high leat and low root con-
teat; loll fluorine caules high l,at cont., and ..... ft hicher root con-
tent. !hi. criteria 11&1 or _, not al,,&J'S be trne. 
12. In'the majorltr of uptake .t~dl.l, neither high nor lov 
TalU'. ot tluorine conteni. ha •• been supported bl a statistical ana~-
81. ot the results t~r significance. 
13_ In ~.r.al, tluorine conteni in a 1011 profile increases with 
depth and is uauallJ «reatel' in the heaTter textured lolls tban the 
aand1 or light t.~ur.4 .~11 •• 
14. In a field 8011, ___ .... 1 aource. mal contribute to the ",o1;al 
loll fluorine' 
(.) parent material 
(b) phosphatic f.rtili.ers 
(0) insecticide. 
(d) atJaotpherJ,c effluent. trom induatl7 
Phosphatio fertill.ers and iu.eo\lcld •• , in mo.' ca ••• , will b. 
minor contributors. '!he predOillnani \aak 18 in appralalng the ... ount, 
oon\rtbut.a. bJ either parent .. ,.rial or ataospherio effluent •• 
EXPlIllIMIB'rAL MJm[ODS AID RESULTS 
General objectiyes 
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The main o\jective of the tield studies was to ascertain the ex-
tent ot the lluorine content of lolls in Utah County and to discover 
whether there vere 4S.mlnl.h1~ amounts as distance was increased fraa 
a reference point near Proyo, Utah. The fluorine content was determined 
on 8011 PTO!!1. sample. obtatned in 1951 and on prof tIe samples from 
approxlmate17 the lame location. taken by the Utah Agricultural Experi-
ment Station in 1938. Thi. was to ascertain if there bad been &nJ 
significant increase in fluorine content of so11s $inca industrial 
expansion had created a major fluorine contamination problem. 
The main objec\iye of the greenhouse stUdies vas to establish &n1 
important relationshipe betw.en chemical and physical characteristics 
exhibited \1 difterent 80ila and tlu~r1ne uptake by plants. This was 
accomplished by setting up a randomlsed block _ experiment 80 that sig-
nificant differences in uptake eould be analysed statistically from 
values obtained by chemical anal,sis of plant tissues tor fluorine. 
The plartts were grown on difterent soils treated with different amounts 
of the soluble fluorides, Jar and. JraS1'6-
Preparation t.M. apaly.i. R! TK.iat iTe and so11 samples 
I.caul. of the ~re iDYolved and the time-consuming charaoteristio 
of fluorine anal,81., eepeciall, tor a large number of analyses, a 
fluorine 1a\0:ra.to17 va •• e' up in the chemistry building by the Utah 
Agricultural Ixperillent Station for the fluorine anal,si. of large 
DDmbe~s of materials such al vegetation, 8011s, bone_, animal tissue, 
urine, milk, and water. The fluorine analy8il ot the turnip leaves 
• 
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and petioles, turnip tubers. whole alfalfa, and the so11s 1n this 
illTe9tl~tion were made in this laboratory. 
!he preparation ot both v~etatiY. and so11 samples followed closell 
the methods as outlined in the Stanford Research Institute, Analytical 
Section Method, ~eparation ot Various Materials for Fluorine Anal,si_,' 
(mimeogr.aphed), 1951: 
Veg~tation: The sample of vegetation was washed and air 
drle4 on paper towels to remove rin •• vater from green plant 
material. !he plant material was then cut up, mixed thoroughly 
and a portion weighed into an airtight container tor fre.siDg 
storage. A moisture sample vas taken at the same time, or 
the moisture can be calculated dlrectl1 from the green sample 
at the same time it vas r8DlOYe4, for fluorine analrsis from 
the plastic container. When the sample VBI readJ for anal,sia 
the sample was transferred to a large Inconel crucible, and 
1 gram ot lime (fluorine free) vas added to wsry 50 grams ot 
green material. Sufficient vater was added to completely cOYer 
the material. Phenolthaleln vas added in sufficient amount 
to develop a definl te pink color. !he mixture was then nap-
orated to drrnesl, taking care that the mixture remained 
alkaline during the entire eYaporation. 
The Inconel crucIble containing the dr,y material vas 
slowly introduced into a muffle 80 that the contents would 
not buret into flame. The ignition was continued at 5500 C 
unitl the ash was whIte or grey- Jluorine anal1sis vas made 
on an aliquot of this weighed ash! 
!he plant samples were anairsed for lluorine by modifi-
cations of the Willard and Winter method (Willard and Winter, 
1933) a8 contained in the Stanford Research Institute, Pri-
vate Communication. 
Soil .. : A soil s~ple was prepared bl first air dr,ring 
the entire sample. !he 8011 sample was then passed through 
a pulveriler and thoroughly mixed_ Moisture samples vere 
calculated on a few ... plea bu.t since. this was qUite low 1t 
was decided to run all the fluorine analyses on the air drr 
so11a. A 20 gram representative sample was taken trom the 
sieved pulverised loil and fluorine analysis val made from 
a portion of this sample. 
J'm» S!UlIII 
me"'n 
!9U. IMPliac. l!BJa c&u. lta Hi~. !he tldt!al pha.. . 
of thi. iDY •• tlga\len va. to 4e'eraine ,he ooncentric distribution 
of t1110rine fro. a ret.~o. point in. Utah COlUltr. 
fbie retel'c" point 18 located geographically at the loutheaat 
corner ct Section 8, fovn&b1p 6 Soulh. 1aD«. 2 Jaat, to t.el11tat. 
8011 sample 1oea'1.... Ire- 'hi. point ~li were dr,avn )60 apart, 
4iT141ng the area I11rroU41»g the above reterence pol:a.t iD.\o 10 equal 
~6° qua4r,&D\s. Uaiug the ~1 •• liDe rannlng dlrectl1 north ot the 
ret.reaee point. aDA prooee4ing clookwt •• to each ~dli .acces.lvel" 
each q,u4.ru.' \e\v •• 1l _«Jue .. t radii i, lWJIbered nueneall,. vith. the 
lira' quaArant b.in« d •• 1cnate4 quadran' 0 (from 0° - 36°); from the 
36° radIus to the ~ ~f •• d •• igna\e4 quadr,ant l; quadrant 2 tram 
72° - lOeo, l1p to )60°, with the q,u.ad.rant 'b.'"'' 3240 - 360° being 9. 
In ort.r '0 ,1ve direction aDd d1s\anc. to &nJ loeatlon, conoentric 
eirele. were drawa at lnterral. fro. the reterence point. lor a 41.-
\aDO- ot 2 m118s ~, trom ,he retereno. poin\. concentrio circl •• were 
dra1m "."17 one-halt ml1 •• atter the •• tWJ: cirel.s, tour lIore circl •• 
were 4~ _ .11. apart .. , '0 & total diltaaoe of 6 mile.. 'rom 6 
1111 •• 411bace ~t fn- tile refer.ace polu'. coacentric c1rol •• were 
drawn flYer, I ail •• '0 \be I'J'''' •• '. distance IOl1tb. of the ret.reo. 
poi.t of 20 ail.,. 'fbe 41et&nee fS'OII the reterence point 1. MpH •• ed. 
a. the JllIIlier of halt .. ail •• trOll 1 t. in arq «1 ... el1 clirectioJ1 '0 ,he 
~t.r \~ of each ...... ,. 11\h ,be quad~t , •• lcaat1oa lDdlcatinc 
41r.cti~ 'he balt·_11. ' .. tr.Datlon 1D41cai.. relative 4iatance fraa 
24 
the reterenoe point. The two ~t '~ether indicate a specific area at 
& certain reIaiiT. direction aa4 dis\ance (in halt miles) tro. the 
reterence p~int and wal d •• icaated sector to expre.. them together. 
~or example, a sample located in .ector 418 would be in an approximate 
loutheast direotion froB _he reterenc. point (between 1440 - 180°) 
with the farther.at distance being 9 .11es from the reference point 
(18 halt m1lee). rieura 1 ahows this detailed ar~ement of sampling 
and t1Cttr •• 2 and 3 show the location at the 1938 and 1951 field sample. 
r •• pectiyell. 'fhi. sam. IlfJthod va. ta.eed in locating plant IUn'81 
lup1 ••• 
III order to sample directionall, trom the reterence point and to 
.till k.ep the nttmber ot samples within bounds tor fluorine anaII.is, 
01111 evert other quadrant va. sampled ~tarting wi th quadrant '0' and 
proceeding elockw18. to 2, 4, 6, and 8, respeetive11. As Jll8l11 differ-
ent •• rlea vere surpled as pelll'ble. and lolls were sampled at 40 
dlfferent 8011 profile locationa. lach prot!le vaa sampled at the pro-
tile interYala or 0 to ) inc he. , 3 ~o 6 inch.a, 6 to 12 inches, and 
12 to 24 In~be8. At,each protile location field note. were made as 
to, location, textnre, color, and degree of calcareousness ae measured 
bl 8Yol~tlGn ot C~ wiih dilute acid. 
In o~er to •• timat. the naturally occurring fluoride. in 8011a, 
aol1s were sampled at 13 d1fferent locations in Cache County, Utah, 
approxillS.te1, 120 miles north of this reference point desc'r1bed above. 
Cache Valley 1 •••• _t1&117 tr •• from atmospheric pollution bl fluorine 
from industrial a01i.re ••• 
Th. dried loll 'saaple. were prepared tor anal,81s b1 palsing them 
thro\1,£h a :Braun pu.l ... erlser and acreening ou.t the larger rocks and 
torel11' _'erial. 7luorlu analY8t. ot soils va. made b1 the direct 
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double-distillation method deY.loped by MacIntlre, Bardin, and Jones 
(1951). !be pH (paste) Talue. were determined with a Beckman pH meter. 
Tltrateable lime (~~C~) va. determined for each loil. The CO2-soluble 
phosphroul val a190 determined using the stannous-chloride m.thod. 
Since lIme (OaCOJ) tends to fix the fluorine in soils al CaJ2• aome 
eorrelation would be expected between fluorine and lime in solI,. Sinee 
fluorine is often elo •• l, associated with phosphorus, some relationship 
might exist between fluorine content and pho.pho~1 content or the loll. 
Resplt, 
fable 7 giy~. the summar,y of the analrtlcal re.ults on the soIls 
sampled in Utah County In 1951. 
Table a ~lY.s the summar,y of the analltlcal results on the loila 
sampled In Cache Countl. 
!able 9 gives the fluorine contents and other analltical results 
on the aol1a sampled in 1938. In ftgure 4 il 111ultr,ate4 the average 
difference, in p.p.m. fluorine between compared area sample. of 19)8 
and 1951 at yarioul distance. from the reference point in Utah Countf. 
~tghteen difterent 1011 •• riel prottl •• are represented in the 
1938 sampling. Thirteen ot the lame protiles are repre.ented in the 
1951 samp1incs plus three protlles not preYlouslr sampled in 1938. 
The ~e of so11 texture. in both samplings Tarl •• from 10am7 sand, 
to ola1 10ams. The per cent C&CCJ varies from es •• ntially non-calc-
areous to highl, calcareous. It will be noted trom both tabl •• 7 and 
9 that the fluorine content of the 1938 and 1951 loll .ampl •• Tari •• 
from a low of 142 p.p.m. to a high of 1160 p.p.m. in the topsoil 
(0-6 inches) and fro. a low of 116 p.p.m. to a high ot IS20 p.p ••• 
in the subloil (6 inches, plus). 
!he field 90ils data indicate that 81 the lime content increases 
Table ~7~ Description, location, pH, lime, phosphorus, and fluorine contents of Utah Count1 8011s, 
sampled in 1951 
11e14 
SolI t7}Je soil Sector Depth '1'exture pH Cac~ p 
number 
inches per cell~ p.p ••• p.p.a. 
Orem loawt7 .5 001 0-3 Coarse L. s. 8.2 1.50 2 195 
sand ;-6 • 8.3 1 • .50 2 142 
6-12 • 8.2 2.26 ,2 221 
12-24 Medi'Wll L. S. 8.2 6.05 3 197 
Ora 108.117 6 002 0-3 Coarse L. s. 7A 3.05 3 172 
sand 3-6 • 7.9 2.00 2 159 
6-12 • 8.0 3.03 1 149 
12-24 Cea.rs e sand. 8.1 2.34 1 194 
lH.ngham 7 003 0-3 Gravell, L. S. 7.1 1~90 J 334 
gravell, 3-6 • 6.9 2.72 2 274 
108llt7 Band 6-12 • 7.0 2.28 2 345" 
12-24 • 7.6 3.43 2 390 
Bingham a 004 0-3 s. L. 7.5 1.23 :3 3L16 
sandf loam 3-6 s. L. 7.5 0.92 1 275 
6-12 L. s. 7.6 1.08 2 280 
12-24 I L. S. 7.4 0.86 2 500 
Welb7 loam 9 006 0-3 Loam 7.6 2.52 20 888 
3-6 • 7.5 2.)0 8 842 
6-12 c. L. 7.9 4.00 2 995 
12-24 c. L. 7.7 18.52 1 1110 
N 
-.0 
fable ' 7. Description, location, pH. llme. pho8phorns. and fluorine contents of Utah Oonnt1 solIs. 
sampled tn 1951 (Continued) 
1'le1d 
Soil 'JP8 80il Sector Dep~h !enure pH CaOO) P 
number 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p ••• 
-:-t 
Pleasant GlV'e 10 008 0-) Llgli't c1ar loam 7.5 17.90 2 180 
graTe11y loam 3-6 .. It • 7.iJ 14.)0 4 840 
6-12 c. L. 7.6 16.00 3 845 
12-24 Graye111 c. L. 7.B 19.00 2 1030 
KIrkham st1tl 11 010 0-3 51 C.L. 7.6 12.00 5 795 
etal lOd 3-6 • 7.5 11.10 2 81B 
6-12 • 7.4 11.90 1 753 
12-24 • 7.5 10.)0 1 8.50 
Orem loamy- 12 201 0-3 Medium sand 8.0 0.86 1 21S 
sand 3-6 • 8.1 0.78 1 142 
6-12 • 8.3 0.54 1 116 
12-24 • 8.0 0.44 1 159 
• 
B1n«ham 13 202 0-3 Gravell, s. L. 7.5 1.23 1 385 
graTe11, 1-6 • 7.7 1.23 1 404 
sandy loam 6-12 • 7.7 1.11 1 )46 
12-24 Gravel17 v.f.a.l. 7.5 1.08 360 
Bingham 14 203 0-3 s. L. 1.2 1.08 1 284 
sandI loam 3-6 s. L. 7.3 0.86 1 305 
6-12 5. L. 7·3 0.93 1 305 
12-24 s. L. 7.2 0.98 1 303 \"J 
0 
Table '7. Description. location. pH. lime. phosphorus. and fluorine contents of Utah Count1 solIs. 
sampled in 1951 (Continued) 
neld. 
Soil t1J'e soil Sector Depth Texture pH CaC0:3 P 
number 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p.lI. 
, Bingham 15 204 0-3 Gravell,. L. S. 7.4 0.88 2 327 
gravelll 3-6 • 7.4 0.9:3 2 294 
sandJ loam 6-12 • 7.7 0.86 1 266 
12-24 Stone1 L. s. 7.5 0.78 2 344 
:Bi~ham 16 206 0-3 Grave117 loam 7.0 2.00 :3 425 
..-;ravel1y 3-6 • 7.1 1.40 :3 316 
loam 6-12 • 7.1 1.40 1 403 
12 + Wot sampled 
::Bingham stoney 17 208 0-3 Stone, loam 7.5 1·50 3 490 
loam 3-6 • 7.5 1.38 3 480 
6-12 • 7.6 1.50 2 589 
12-24 !lot sampled 
Ii rkham loam 18 210 0-'3 Loam 7.5 16.4 5 895 
3-6 • 7.6 16.0 3 795 
6-12 • 1.7 17.3 2 960 
12-24 Light C. L. 1.5 17.8 2 980 
'fal1onTille 19 401 0-3 s. L. B.O 3.90 2 J71 
sandy loam 3-6 s. L. 8.0 3.26 2 338 
6-12 s. L. 8.7 2.44 1 360 
12-24 L. s. 8.6 1.,58 1 403 ~ 
tJ 
Table 17. Description. location. pH. 11me. phosphoraB. and fluorine contents ot Utah Count1 salls. 
sampled in 1951 (Contlnued.) 
neld 
S011 t1Pe soil Sector Depth Texture pH Cac~ P ., 
!lUllber 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p ••• 
'faJ1orsTl11e 20 402 0-3 Loam 8.7 3.29 1 686 
10all )-6 F .. S.L. 8.0 3.56 3 524 
6-12 Light C. L. 8.3 1).57 9 600 
12-24 • 8.0 3.51 2 502 
Ore. 108117 21 ·403 0-3 L. s. 7.6 1.72 SO 316 
aa:ncl 3-6 L. s. 1.4 1.67 23 294 
6-12 )line sand 7.7 1.85 54 360 
.12-24 • 8.2 ).70 5 327 
Taylorsville 22 0-3 LoaJll 7.9 8.11 8 457 
loam 3-6 • 8.0 7.17 14 425 
6-12 • 8.0 5.09 2 436 
12-24 S. L. 7.9 19.60 5 419 
We1'b7 108.Jft7 23 406 0-) L. s. 7.7 1.70 4 392 
sand 3-6 t. s. 7.6 1.40 7 305 
6-12 L. s. 7.7 1.16 6 3)8 
12-24 :rine sand 7.6 1.0e '3 314 
Welby slIt 24 408 0-) Silt loam 7.8 14.90 5 632 
loam 3-6 • 7.7 13.20 '3 579 
6-12 • 7.8 14.10 2 66S 
12-24 • 7.9 23.80 1 535 \N 
N 
table (1. Description, location, PH. lime, 
S81IIpled 111 1951 ( Con t 1m1ed) 
phosphorus, and fluorine contents of Utah Count1 solIs, 
71.14 
So11 tnte aol1 Sector Depth fexture pH Cac~ p 
number 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p ••• 
HardT lour 25 410 0-3 Silt lo8Bl 8.2 14.70 4 624 
,-6 .. 8.5 14.90 3 561 
~12 Loam 8.2 18.90 1 5.56 
12-24 V. 'I. s. L. 8.4 18.90 1 SOl 
haTo silt loam 412 0-3 Silt loam 7.7 1.5.90 :3 643 
3-6 .. 7.7 14.20 1 S79 
6-12 II 7.7 13.90 2 556 
12-24 Loam 7.7 15.40 :3 590 
McBeth flne 27 416 0-3 F. s. L. 8.0 10.50 13 665 
sandy loam 3-6 F. s. L. E.O 11.50 36 524 
(poorly drained) 6-12 Loam 8.2 10.00 2 612 
12-24 F. s. L. 7.8 7.40 :3 589 
We Ibl sa.ndy" 28 420 0-3 s. L. 7.9 2.27 4 310 
loam ;-6 s. L. 8.2 2.80 5 316 
( lft1J'erf ect 1,- 6-12 L. s. 8.0 2.57 2 306 
drained) 12-24 Medium sand 8.1 2.61 2 393 
McBeth silt 29 424 0-3 Silt loam 7.7 14.20 14 556 
loam 3-6 • 7.8 13.80 6 480 
6-12 • 7.9 12.60 2 .53S 
12-24 H. slIt loam 1.8 10.50 1 567 ~ 
\M 
Table . '7. Description. IDeation, pH. lime, 
sampled in 1951 (Continued) 
phosphorus, and fluorine contents of Utah County so11s, 
ne1d 
Soil type soil Sector Depth Texture pH Cac~ P ., 
number 
inches per cent p.p ••• p.p.m. 
Timpanogas '30 428 0-3 r. s. L. 7.6 10.10 20 404 
fine sandy 3-6 1. s. t. 7.8 10.20 23 349 
loam 6-12 F. s. L. 7.8 10.50 jO 371 
12-24 L. s. 7.7 3.50 12 348 
Welby clay loam 31 432 0-3 c. L. 7.5 17.70 7 ?B6 
3-6 c. L. 7.6 17.90 23 754 
6-12 c. L. 7.6 11.30 4 110 
12-24 c. L. 7.6 14.40 1 590 
Welby sandy 32 436 0-3 s. L. 7.7 6.40 2 415 
loam 3-6 s. L. 7.7 6.4<> 3 425 
6-12 s. L. 7.8 6.15 1 425 
12-24 L. s. 7.9 11.10 2 393 
Geno la loam 33 640 0-3 SlIt loam 7.9 19.40 18 960 
3-6 • 7.7 19.30 13 755 
6-12 • 7.6 19.10 '3 796 
12-24 • 7.6 21.90 4 840 
hnola fine 34 6)2 0-3 .,. s. L • 7.8 25.10 18 830 
aa.nd7 loam 3-6 I. s. L. 7.9· . 24.90 15 698 
6-12 Silt loam 8.0 24.70 17 764 
12-24 • 8.1 21.10 1) 743 
\"J 
~ 
fable lo. l Description, location, pH, lime, phosphortls, and fluorine contents of Utah Cottnt7 solIs, 
sampled in 1951 ( Continued) 
ne1d 
Soil tTPe soil Sector Depth 'fexture pH CaCc; P J 
number 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p.m. 
Bardy loam 35 602 0-3 Loam 7.7 48.60 5 1160 
3-6 • 7.7 50.00 16 1120 
6-12 • 7.8 48.,50 9 1230 
12-24 • 7.7 52.80 '3 1520 
American J'ork 36 603 0-3 Loam 7.8 7.22 21 415 
loam 3-6 • 7.9 7.91 12 469 
6-12 • 7.8 7.17 8 502 
12-24 Light C. L. 7.7 14.60 2 436 
'l'aylorsTl11e 37 604 0-3 L. s. 7.7 2.86 34 349 
lOatDl sand 3-6 L. s. 7.7 3.23 36 311 
6-12 s. t. 7.9 3·11 23 338 
12-24 L. s. 7.7 1.23 12 295 
Payson fine 38 806 0-3 ". s. L. 7.7 2.94 I) 480 
sandr loam 3-6 r. s. L. 7.8 2.62 12 457 
6-12 F. s. L. 7.8 ,.01 19 447 
12-24 LOall 7.9 3.15 2 512 
McBeth heavy 39 808 0-3 H. 51 L. 7.6 34.50 8 1100 
silt loam 3-6 • 7.6 40.80 5 1049 
6-12 51 c. L. 7.7 46.50 1 1130 
12-24 Silt loam 7.9 48.50 2 875 
\.MI 
\1\ 
Table 2 Description. location, pH, lime phosphorus, and fluorine contents of Utah County so119, 
sampled in 1951 (Concluded) 
Field 
Soil tlPe soil Sector Depth Texture pH CaCo.., P ., 
numblr 
inches per cent p.p.lI. p.p.m. 
McBeth 91 It1 40 810 0-:3 5i c. L. 7.; 42.80 71 862 
cla7 lOd 3-6 • 7.6 42.20 60 8?4 
6-12 .. 7.7 43.00 50 840 
12-24 • 7.7 47.20 10 862 
Me:Beth fine 41 812 0-3 1. s. L. 7.6 12 • .50 11 742 
gandy- loam 3-6 F. s. L. 7.8 12.50 16 720 
6-12 Loam e.o 12.40 3 730 
12-24 1. s. L. 7.8 35 • .50 8 676 
Logan 9i1t1 42 816 0-3 c. L. 7.6 52.20 3 1060 
clay loam 1-6 c. L. 7.7 45.40 2 1080 
6-12 c. L. 7.8 50.9 2 993 
12-24 H. 51 L. 7.8 52.9 2 970 
Red Rock fine 43 820 0-3 I. s. L. 7.7 7.07 49 731 
sandy lae.m 3-6 7. s. L. 7.8 7.51 8 743 
6-12 Loam 7.9 6.92 23 720 
12-24 F. s. L. 8.0 6.97 :3 885 
Tay1orsT1lle 44 824 0-3 S1 L. 7.9 8.71 21 187 
silt loam. 3-6 • 7.8 e.63 5 810 
6-12 • 8.1 7.69 5 8)0 
12-24 C. L. 7.7 16.70 "3 787 
Red Rock loam 45 828 0-3 S1 L. 7.4 2.45 10 731 
3-6 .. 7.6 2.51 7 700 
6-1? • 7.6 3.90 2 743 w 
12-24 • 7.7 5.72 1 720 0' 
'lable 8. DescrIption. location, pH, l1ae, phosphorus, and fluorine contents ot Cache Countl solIs, 
sampled in 1951 
Soil 
5011 tTPe protile Lo ca.\ 1 011 Depth pH Cac~ P ., 
number 
inches per cent p.p ••• p.p ••• 
M1.11T111e loam 46 SB of bulldins- at 0-3 7.8 12.4 5 830 
GreenTl11e farm, I.ogaD, 3-6 1.8 12.4 3 896 
Utah 6-12 7.8 12.5 3 906 
12-24 7.9 25.3 1 862 
'l'ren ton c la7 47 (Solonetz structure) 0-3 8.1 25.3 10 666 
One BIle vest ot air- 3-6 8.1 8.9 28 590 
port on Benson road ~12 8.4 10.7 18 744 
12-24 8.8 12.1 5 734 
BensOll fIne 1320' SW of NI coraer 0-3 7.8 2.0 4 372 
sandl 10811 of Sec. 14 1'12N Rl" 3-6 7.9 1.8 13 392 
6-12 8.0 1.5 5 -449 
12-24 7.8 5 514 
Trenton 811\7 49 IE eorner ot Sec. 17 0-3 1.8 2.3 17 753 
cl8.7 lOUl '1'1'-5 Rl V 1 n d!7 land 3-6 7.9 2.7 18 764 
wheat fIeld 6-12 8.1 2.4 12 785 
12-24 8.3 12.2 1 940 
Salt lake 911\7 50 One-fourth mIle east 0-3 7.4 5.5 73 590 
e1a7 1oam of Clarkston. South 3-6 7·5 4.9 42 611 
side of road 6-12 7.3 3.9 35 687 
12-24 7.5 3.8 15 BoO 
\M 
-..J 
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Table 8. Description. location, pH, lime, phosphorus, and fluorlneeontents of Cache County soils, 
sampled in 1951 (concluded ) 
Soil 
Soil t1'Pe profile Location J?epth pH Cac~ P ., 
number 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p.m. 
Mendon silt 51 1500' vest of Newton 0-3 7.4 3.3 10 754 
loam 3-6 7.4 ).1 7 785 
6-12 7.3 2.8 5 765 
12-24 7.4 3.0 0 850 
Mendon cl8.1' 52 One-fourth mile north 0-3 8.0 6.3 2 730 
loam of the 5/4 corner 3-6 8.0 7.0 1 785 
Sec. 29 T12N R1W 6-12 8.0 8.1 i 1 765 
12-24 8.0 9.0 2 810 
Mend on loam 53 1.2 miles SE of Mendon 0-3 7.1 1.9 )0 535 
on Mendon-Wellsville 3-6 7.1 1.5 42 
.545 
road 6-12 7.1 1.4 28 555 
12-24 7.1 1.3 12 600 
HTrtllD gT8.Tel11 54 1000' BE of W/4 eorner 0-) 6.7 1.8 2 305 
loam See. 14 'r101l R1W J-6 6.7 1.8 '0 316 
6-12 6.7 1.2 1 305 
12-24 6.8 1.5 0 327 
Sterling loam 55 On By-rum-Paradlse .road 0-3 7A 1.9 13 447 
1320' north of SW corner 3-6 7.4 1~9 38 500 
Sec. 3 'l'10N HIE 6-12 7.3 1.8 23 480 
12-24 7.5 6.6 23 590 w 
en 
!ab1e 9. Description, location, pH, lime, phosphorus, and 1"luorlne content ot Utah Count7 solI. 
sampled In 19)8. CAna171es made in 1951) 
field 
'Profile SolI '1P8 Sector Depth pH eaeo:, p ., 
pab" 
inches per cent p.p ••• p.p ••• 
026 Gena 1a 10B117 sand 640 0-4 B.2 21.2 15 556 
4-12 7.8 25.8 6 600 
13-20 7.5 37.6 3 885 
20-26 7.7 23.4 :3 1120 
26-72 7.7 )2.2 2 1060 
048 Oenola loam 0-7 7.8 2).3 6 187 
7-1) 8.1 20.1 '3 1020 
13-22 1.9 31.0 2 102) 
47L Hardy loamy sand 516 0-12 8.0 .54.7 0 895 
12-21 7.9 59.4 ' 9 1015 
9 Red Rock 10am1 sand 420 ·0-2 7.5 22.4 70 saO 
2-26 7.6 28.7 1 665 
26-72 8.1 24.1 0 350 
Red Rock 10aa 428 0-5 8.0 20.0 a 556 
5-10 1.7 17.6 9 480 
10-12 8.0 24.1 6 480 
13K Ve1bJ loam 432 0-8 7.7 18.7 2 327 
F-11 7.7 11.9 0 600 
17-23 7.8 14.7 0 580 Ir...tJ 
23-62 7.9 35.6 0 665 '-0 
62-12 8.1 22.4 0 436 
!able 9- Description, location, pH, lime, phosphorus, and fluorine content ot Utah Count7 soils ... 
sampled tn 1938. (ADaIr.es made in 1951) (Continued) 
; 
"_14 
pro:tl1e Sotl t1J)e Sector Depth pH O&C03 P • number 
inches per cmt p.p.m. p.p ••• 
1'30 Santaquin 108117 aand 428 0-16 7.9 0.7 3 207 
16-44 8.0 0.4 :3 197 
6 Leland at 1\ loam 828 0-6 8.0 2.6 33 643 
6-17 8.3 6.4 21 112 
17-25 8.6 41.1 1,) 185 
37 Red Rock c1al loam 820 0-10 8.1 6.9 2 885 (grf ttl') 10-21 7.8 7.5 1 815 
21-46 6.8 2.9 0 860 
46-72 8.2 1.2 0 382 
2 Orem 1081lJ sand 403 O-q P.O 0.4 17 227 
9-21 7.8 0.6 6 160 
21-72 8.8 2.2 8 205 
16L WelbT 108Jll1 sand 103 0-11 7.8 1 • .5 8 240 
11-23 7.7 0.7 6 286 
23-38 7.9 0.6 6 262 
18-4,) 8.0 1.5.9 :3 272 
4'3-60 8., 5.4 :3 21tO 
42 Welb7 silt 10_ 916 O-B 7.6 8.6 2 7.30 
8-15 7.6 16.8 1 730 
15-30 7.8 31.7 0 632 
hbl. 9i Descrlpt1 OJl. location. pH, 11_. phoaphoras, 8Ild fiuorlne contea' of Utah emmt.l 8011s 
eaaple4 III lena. (Aaal7S •• _de ill 1951) (CoB\lD1le4.) 
'1.1d. 
profile SolI t7P8 Sec' or Depth pH ca~ P ., 
PI,," 
lach •• per cent p.p ••• p.p.-. 
'-JlorsYi11e 811t cl., 912 0-9 7.7 15.6 5 66ft 
1_ 9-26 1.8 12.7 0 SJO 
26-35 7.9 30.) 0 16S 
15-60 8.0 36.0 0 1000 
!attle Creek 811'7 924 0-4 7.6 .5.0 2 785 
cla,lo_ 4-9 1.6 9.0 0 850 
9-16 7.7 30.4 0 752 
16-2.5 7.8 41.2 1 775 
49 Bard7 clq 10 .. 408 0-6 8.5 14.3 17 470 
6-18 8.1 27.9 4 590 
18-29 
2Q-6o 8.2 45.6 2 490 
14% Wel'br sa.JUl7 10&11 408 0-13 7.8 7.6 4 1.t41 
13-21 8.0 18.4 1 l404 
21-31 8.3 24.7 1 360 
31-72 B.) 20.8 1 567 
14 Parson S8J1d7 10aJI 806 0-10 R.O 2.5 22 447 
10-16 8.) 1.3 18 371 
16-21 8.0 3.5 ~ 458 
21-33 8.) 2.5.0 24 447 
33-72 8.9 22.0 2 700 ~ 
'fable 9 •. nescription, location, PH. 11me. phosphorus, and fluorine content of Utah County soils 
sampled in 1938. (Analise. made in 1951) (ContInued) 
n.Id 
profile SolI t1'P- Sector Depth pH Cac~ p 
number 
inches per cent p.p.lt. p.p.ll. 
1'3 ~lapanoga. fine sandJ 428 0-9 7.6 2.9 5 425 
loam 9-14 7.4 1.6 :3 393 
1l$-20 7.6 1.0 .5 316 
20-)0 7.6 1.5 5 ~ 
30-50 7.8 14.8 5 325 
55% Benjamin s11'7 cIa, 532 0-5 7.7 2).1 32 1025 
5-10 7.9 24.6 2 1385 
10-21 7.9 28.4 1 895 
35 Ironton clq loam 536 0-.5 8.3 )B.a 11 7)0 5-20 8.0 46.1 1 644 
20-28 
28-43 8.0 52.3 0 1025 
15% MCBeth 811t7 ela7 loam 424 0-11 8.3 10.6 13 2.50 
'3SX M~eth loam 424 0-9 7.6 7.3 26 468 
9-13 7.9 11.6 0 Q68 
1)-33 7.8 10.1 0 27) 
33-72 7.8 8.8 0 295 
440 Lot;an 911, loam 524 0-5 7.8 ~.6 0 916 
5-22 7.9 14.4 0 10.50 
~ 
N 
fable <;;~ Description, location, pH. lime. p~~horns, and fluorine content of Utah Countl 8011. 
9UJpled in 1938. (Ana17ses made il1:;'~ 51) (Conclu4ed.) 
fleld 
profile 5011 t7Pe Sector Depth pH CaC<1 P 
;1IiU1 
inches per cent p.p.m. p.p.m. 
43 Pleasant GrOf'e lout 440 0-9 6.9 0.6 9 382 
9-17 6.9 11.7 0 404 
17-)0 6.9 10.9 0 7)0 
02 Welby tin. sanq loea 436 0-8 7.7 2.3 Z3 426 
8-27 7.9 5.4 13 382 
4 Ta71orsYl11e tine san4J 201 0-16 8.0 2.0 14 393 
loam 16-20 
20-28 8.1 25.6 15 250 
28-12 8.0 31.0 2 840 
450 Logan slIt loam 008 0-6 7.7 51.7 38 700 
6-22 
2~-72 7.8 59.8 0 720 
Ill. MCBeth s11t7 claJ loaa 416 0-5 7.5 35.2 28 700 
5-12 7.6 33.4 4 960 
4% Welby fine sandJ loam 502 0-9 8.0 05·1 9 380 
013 Bingham ~rayel17 loam 128 ·0-11 7.8 4.8 8 610 
?;G Velb7 fine sand7 loaa ~ 0-2 7.8 4.1 15 620 
2-22 7.9 5.4 2 620 5 
22-38 8 .. 0 6.) 1 64S 
I 
r 
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Figure 4. Average differences in parts per million fluorine 
between 1938 and 1951 soil profiles, in three 
areas progressively distant from the reference 
pOint located at the southeast corner of Section 8, 
Township 6 North, Range 2 East . 
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in the protll. the fluorine·content increases, but there are exceptions. 
These exceptions can posaibl, be explained in dlfterences In'.ode of ' 
deposition of fluorine earr.rl~ constituents in the 80il and differeno •• 
in natural occurring fluorine from. the original parent material. Fluor-
ine content bea~1 no relationship to the soluble phosphorus content of 
the loll. Sandy soils haye le.8 fluorine than heavier textured loila. 
In table at with the exception of the Trenton ela" there 1, 
usually an increase of fluorine content with the depth ot protile, 
with the lowest fluorine content b.ing in the lurface three inche •• 
It Ihould be noted, however, that onir ten profil.s were sampled in 
Cach. Count,. In '32 out of 40 protiles sampled in Utah County in 
19;1 there wal an aTer,age increale ot 64 parts per million of fluorine 
in the first three inches over the 3 to 6 inch depth. In normal pro-
tiles tree trom atm9spheric pollution from industrial lourcel, there 
1. a gradual increase of fluorine content with depth in the protil. 
from the suriace. In calcareous western .011, this would be expected 
to occur inasmuch as leaching of soluble fluorides would be carried 
downward. throu«h the protile. 
In order to appraise a relatiTe meaSUre of the concentric distri-
bution ot fluorine in the Utah County 80i1s at successively greater 
interral. tram the reierence point at the loutheast corner of Section 8, 
'r6S, R2~. the following calculations were made. The flu.orine content 
vaa BY.raged for the 0 to 24 inch depths for each profile for each of 
the three respective area. of 0 to 2 m11es, 2 to 6 mil •• , and 6 to 16 
.11es trom, the abOYe point. These &'Yer&ges were calculated tor 1951 
for the profile portion ot 0 to 24 inches. lor the 1938 sample" the 
average va. calculated tor the nearest profile interval. to 0 to 24 
inchee. This vas nee ••• arr inasmuch as the 9011 aample. tor 1938 vere 
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taken at odd intervals in profile sampling, but the differences are 
onlT slight in most case.. In table 10 are the results of these aver-
ace oomparison. tor the three areas. The differences are expressed in 
average ditferences 1n part_ per million fluorine tor each of three 
areai, pro~re8s1Tell distant from the above reference pOint. 
!abl. 10. ~e~e difterences of proflle samples (0-24-) sampled in 
1938 and 1951 in Utah County 
Av.~. tluorine content 0-24- A.erage difter-
Di. te.ne. from 1938 1951 ence greater 
Area reterence point samplee samples than 1938 
samples 
miles p.p.lI. p.p.m. p.p.m. 
1 0-2 307 396 + 89 
2 2-6 565 615 + 50 
:3 6-16 634 664 + )0 
The re.~lt8 in the aboTe table indicate a slight increase In 
flUorine content with increased proximity to the above reterence point. 
Conver,.lT, in succeedingl, tarther interYals from the reterence pOint, 
the aYe~e increase in fluorine content ot the 8011a 1s less. These 
data must be interpreted with caution, however, because of undoubtedl, 
interacting differences ot fluorine contents of soil parent materials 
and 41tterences in patterns ot distribution of fluorine atmospheric 
contaminants. Changes in direction andvelocitl ot wind and time of 
directional air movement will account OYer a long period of time for 
a rather complex distribution pattern of fluorine in soil from the 
atmolphere. 
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GREENHOUSE UPERIMENTS ON FLUORINE UPTAD 
Uptake studies Bz turnips grown Qn soils treated with Wal, experiments 
1 and 2. 
The first experiment on fluorine uptake employed four different 
9011s, each treated with 0, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine 
added as Wale Table 11 gives the chemical and phfslcal characteristics 
of all the solI types used in this and the succeeding experiments; and 
table 12 tabulates location. soil type, and naturally occurring fluorine 
content of all 90ila used. 5011 samples 1 and 3 were non-caicareoul 
soils from dlfterent soil series. Soil samples 2 and 4 were calcareous 
snils, each from different series. 5011 1 1s an Dram loamy sand, and 
Soil sample 2 1s from Ironton loam. These are both soils from Utah 
County; the Or em 80il, non-calcareous, is located 800 teet south of 
the center of Section 9, T6S, 121; and the Ironton soil, highly calcar-
eous"ls located 500 feet west of the northeast corner of Section 21, 
T6S, R2E. Soil sample 3, a non-calcareous so1~, of moderate clay-colloId 
content, 1s from a Cache County so11 type, designated Mendon silt loam. 
It 1s located one-fourth mile vest of Newton, Cache Count1, Utah. Soil 4, 
a moderately calcareous soll, deslgnated Petersboro silt loaml (although 
not typ~cal because of the high phosphorus content) was taken from the 
U. S. A. C. alfalfa fertilizer experimental plots at Peter.boro on the 
west side of Cache County. 
Each air-dr.y so11 was put through a 1 em. screen, thoroughly mixed, 
1This soil was originally mapped in 1913 as of the Mendon aeriel, but 
it 1, not typically Mendon because it 1, calcareous throughout the 
protfle. Therefore this local name is applied. 
Table 11. Chemical anal,se. of soils used in greenhouse experiments 
Observation. 
Soil number 1 
Depth ot proti1e used 0-6" 
~H - paste 8.0 
pH - 1:5 8.7 
Total soluble salts 
2 
0-12 1 
8.5 
8.9 
per cent .02 .24 
Or~anlc matter 
per cent 1.2 11.3 
Caca, (lime) per cent 0036 52.0 
Avail. P04 p.~.m. 
Per cent c1al 
colloid 0.002 Mm. 
Per cent moisture 
(air dt'J) 
ECxl03 saturated 
extract conductance 
ECxl01 1:1 extract 
conductance 
Exchangeable Ja, 
•••• /100 gIIla. 
Exchangeable sodium 
per cent 
Base Ixchange 
Capacitr 
14 11 
21 2'75 
11 20 
0.82 
6.0 
0.5 
0.1 3.5 
0.'30 10.0 
2.88 '34.80 
S 0 1 1 ! '8 
J 
0-7 1 
7.4 
8.2 
.05 
4.0 
0.'30 
12 
121 
24 
4.55 
0.9 
5.8 
29.21 
4 
(.4 
7.9 
.11 
5., 
10.5 
56 
270 
Ie 
1.1 
14.75 
.5 
0-12" 
7.8 
8.) 
.05 
4.5 
21.0 
17 
160 
25 
1.6 
0.6 
0.8 
4.0 
6.96 
48 
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Table 12. Notes on soIls used in greenhouse experiments 
Soil type 
Orem loamy sand 
(non-calcareous) 
Ironton loam 
(highl, calcareous) 
Mendon silt loam 
(non-calcareous) 
Petenboro 
slIt loam 
(calcareous) 
TAylor.Tille 
tine .and, loam 
(cslcareoul) 
Depth 
0-6' 
0-12' 
0-7" 
0-6-
0-12' 
Location 
Utah County. In 
apricot orchard. 
800' south of the 
center of Sec. 9. 
T6S. R2E. 
Utah County. Lewis 
Clegg farm. 500' west 
Naturally 
occurring 1 
before greenhouse 
treatments 
p.p.m. 
248 
874 
of the northeast corner 
of Sec. 21, T6S. R2E. 
Cache Count7. Utah. 
1/4 mile vest of 
810 
Newton-Clarkston 
highway. 
Cache County. Utah. ;68 
U.S.A.C. alfalfa fert-
lli~er plots. west 
side of Talley. 
Utah County. Levis 490 
Clegg farm. In field 
100' south of hay barn. 
and weighed into 2-gal1on. gla~ed pots in the amount of 6 k~. per pot, \ 
oven dry basis. The five treatments were replicated four times. The 
NaF was mixed with the drr soil in a Patterson-Kellel twin-sh.ll blender f 
so that the added Nar was mixed uniformly throughout the soil. The 
I 
I 
J 
I 
so11s were then moistened and left 48 hours for the added NaJ to come ~ 
i 
1 
to equilibrium with the so11 ehem1.cal constituents. When the 8011 was \ 
I 
sufficiently dried, 16-20-0 ammonium phosphate fertilizer vas added to I 
all pots at the rate of 600 Ibs. per acre. This fertiliser was stirredJ 
into the soil in the top 3-4 inches, and about 25 White Globe turnip 
seeds were planted. The first planting was made OD August 7, 1951. 
Because of a poor stand resultl~ from damping off of the seedlings, 
they vere replanted August 20, 1951. At the same time,' extra seeds were 
planted in a greenhouse fl$t to grow extra'plants for transplanting. 
On September 4, 15 plant. were transplanted into control pot 116, repli-
cate 1, that had been missed in planting. 
The following notes were made on the growth ot the turnip crop on 
September 13, just prior to thinning each pot to 10 plants each: 
5011: II 
(a) On the 0, 200. and 400 p.p.m. 1 treatments, the growth 
and stand were good. 
(b) POO p.p.m. treatment - growth vas retarded, but the stand 
was good. 
(c) 1600 p.p.m. treatment - all but one or two spindly plant. 
bad d1ed. The surface of the solI had alreadl a black 
crust t1P1cal ot black alkali. 
So11 12 
(a) Stand was good for nearly all treatments. Growth val 
uniform except that ~rowth of the turnip seedlings was 
Illght1r retarded tor the 800 p.p.m. and 1600 p.p.m. 
treatllents. 
Soil 13 
(.) Plant. vere quite uniform tor all treatment. except the 
1600 p.p.II., vhieh shaved s11ghtlr retarded growth tor 
the turnip ••• d11uga. 
S011 14 
(8) Plants were qUite uniform with the exception of the BOO 
and 1600 p.p.m. treat •• nts in which turnip seedlings 
teemed s11«ht1, retarded. 
.51 
Th. turnip lee411nga in all the 1600 p.p.m. J treatment potl had. 
died trom tox1cltl to the Jar on 5011 1, so on September 15 these were 
all replanted wi th iran.plante of turnip .eedl1ngl. !'he.e transplanted 
seedling., too, luccwabed to the lethal eftecta of the 8%Ce.81ve Ial 
within a week in the 1600 p.p.m. treatment. of So11 1. 
The turnip crop vas two month, and tive dall old at the time ot 
harYest on October 26 and 27, 1951. The top «rowth was lush and green 
and some small roo'a were tormed. 
!he turnips were pulled and the topa cut oft about one-halt inch 
abO'f'e the tuber. The tops vere weighed and then washed. in tap water \ 
containing Tel, rinsed in tap water and finally rinsed 1n distilled 
water. The lea?8 vere allowed to dry on paper towels. Drjring vas 
facilitated b7 use of an electric tan. Aa loon as the 1 .. ?, vere d~ 
th8T vere cut up (whole leaf and petiole) into 1/2 1 to l' pieces and 
weighed into a pint plastic container containing a 2-g~ portion of 
CaO. This was to neutral!!!e 8!1.17 tlu·orine that might be libe~ted troll 
the cellular or intercellular ti •• uel at an, time after the malceratlon 
of thetiasue by cutting. At the lame time a similar lample vas taken 
52 
tG determine the percentage ot moisture. Duplicate samples vere taken 
of plants from each pot tor fluorine analysis. !he samples were then 
stored in cold Itor~e lockers until the fluorine analyses vere run. 
Yield data "were also calculated. 
'Experiment 2 vas similar to experiment I, except that Na2Sil6 was 
used tor soil treatment instead of Bal. The loils used this time were 
Soil 1, the Ore. loamy sand, and Soil 4, the Petersboro silt loam. After 
Na2S116 was mixed into--the soil in each pot, the, were watered and left 
as in exPeriment 1 for 48 hours tor the sodium fluosilicate to com. to 
eqttilibrlum wIth the chemical constituents in each 80il. The ferti'liser 
vas added in the amount and b7 the same method a8 betore. About 25 
White Globe turnip ,.eds vere planted In each pot on September 11, 1951. 
Two week. later the seedlings were thinned to 10 plant. per pot. Standi 
at thinning time were much better than with the Hal on the same two 
lolls, and the problem ot damping off of seedlings was less critical. 
Seedling., although slightl1 retarded in growth, grew better on the 800 
and 1600 p.p.m. treatments for Soil 1 than where Hal wal used as the 
fl~or1ne source. However, stand vas reduced to three plants in two 
pot. at the 1600 p.p.m. treatment. Atter getting past the seedling 
Itage, the turnip plants grew Tlgorously until the1 were harveated on 
IOYember 17. 1951, in the same manner as before. Where there vas suffic-
ient plant sample, duplicate samples were harvested trom each pot. 
The cut-up green plant material, after washing, vas dried and weighed 
as betore into sealed plastic containers containing 2 gram, ot fluorine-
tree OaO. !he.e tarnip plants vere about tvo months and seYen day-
old at the time of harvest, and a few small enlarged root. had set on 
80 •• , but not all, plants. Some roots yere harvested and anal,zed. 
Amounts of fluorine in Tegetative and root portion. of the turnip plante • 
were compared. There was about 1.9 times aa much fluorine in topa than 
in the roots. Yield data were also calculated. 
The uptake .tndies on the turnips were preliminary to the uptake 
studies with Hanger alfalfa. 
Result. 
The addition of fluorine from the Bal and B~SiJ6 sources to each 
of the soils in this and succeeding experiments represents increment. 
that might be added artificially from the atmosphere by industrial opera-
tions over a long period of time. The highest amount added, 1600 p.p.m., 
is an amount that mal be purely theoretical and not possible to reach 
over man, years of accumulation in the soil. leTertheless it must be 
borne in mind that the addition of fluorine would increase in the so11a 
surrounding industrial operations that eYolTe fluorine as an atmospheric 
contaminant unless steps are taken to absorb the fluorine bearing gases. 
These uptake studies have been pursued with the thought of the extent 
to which plants wottld b. able to absorb fluorine from soil (exclusive 
of contamination by fluorine of plant tissue froM the atmosphere) in 
which flnorlne levels would be progressively increased. The above 
chemicals have been used only as a source of fluorine, and not because 
there Is no good evidence that flUOrine from certain industrial opera-
tions released fluorine in this form in sublimed dust. trom the stacks. 
More likely the form is that of droplets of HF and B2SiY6-
Yield values tor the turnip petioles and leaves from the JaF and 
Na2Si16 soil treatments are tabulated in table 13. When yield values 
are compared with uptake values in table 14, theT are found to decrease 
as the uptake values increase. The yields were affected to the greatest 
extent on the Cram loamy sand. In tact, the high level treatment of 
1600 p.p.m. was lethal to all the turnip plants. The yield was reduced 
fable 1,. Slmaa17 ot Jle1d8 ot \o.rnip leaT" and pe'lole • .«rown on fOUr solI. (1. 2, J and 4) 
treated with tiye rates of 1aJ. experl ••• t 1; aDd ,ields of turnip l~.s aDd .petiol •• 
crown OD. two solIs (1 and 4) treated wI th fiTe rat •• of :I.2S1'6_ expert_ .. t 2 
(ATerage 417 plut "e1ght. 1n crams per pot)-
Date of SolI Mean l1e1d tor each 
l!I"!!~ DUlIMr' SolI tYDe 0 ~OO 400 800 1600 solI. all trea'aents 
.l1uorine added to Boll (p.p ••• as :laJ') 
10/26/51 1 Orem 10&!D7 S&Ild 11.4 11.8 8.1 2.4 0.0 6.1 
10/26151 2 Ironton 10" 1902 l~.O 12.4 1,).6 7.8 10.4 
10/26/51 '3 Menion slIt loam 11.6 14.2 12.7 13.4 11.8 10., 
10/26/51 4 Peter.boro .11' loa- 27.1 2'3.0 19.2 15.8 1'3.9 15.8 ;> ? 
"\ 
rluonne added to aol1 (p.p ••• aa ~SiJ6) 
11/17151 1 Or.. loa.., sand. 5.5 6.9 P.S 8.8 2.9 6.5 
11/11/51 4 Petersboro al1\ 10 .. 19.7 12.2 24.8 12.5 12.1 16.1 
'-Mean of four replications for each tr_t .. t tor each soIl 
Table 14. Sammar,r of aye~. fluorine content (part. per .111ion·) ot a crop of White Globe turnip 
leaYes and petioles «rown on tour soils (1, 2. :3 and 4) treated with tive rat.s of JaJ; 
and BY.~. linoriae conten\ of White Globe turnip leave. and petioles grown on tvo 
so118 (1 and 4) treated with five rates ot I~Sl~6 
SoIl 
DB. te of barYe_' number Soil tDe 0 200 400 800 1600 
fiuorine added to solI (p.p.m. as Jar) 
10/26/51 1 Orem 108JD7 sand 27.5 39.5 172.3 197.5 lethal 
10/26/51 2 Ironton 10811 14.5 28.2 27.3 '37.0 28').5 
10/,6/51 "3 Mendon silt laa- 25.0 19.5 '37.0 70.2 132.0 
lo/~6/5l 4 Petersbora slIt leBa 14.3 29.8 28.5 42.0 61.5 
!reatmentmeans· 17.9 25.8 '30.9 49.7 159.0 
fluorine added to solI (p.p ••• as Ba2SI'6) 
11/17/51 1 Or_ 10am7 aanel 4).8 56.5 15.0 75.5 234.0 
11/17/51 4 Petersboro silt loam 4'.3.) 66.2 39.2 95.2 95·5 
Treatment means· 4'3.5 61.3 57.1 85.'3 1640 7 
·Mean of tour replications for each treatment for each solI 
on the 800 p.p ••• treatment wi th lal to an a"erage of 2.4 grams (d.rr 
weight). Although .... ra«e lield vat lower on the Ja,2S116 treated Or_ 
Boil, growth oocurred 011 ... e17 treat.ellt. nelda ver~ ~ 
calcareou8 thall OIl the nOIl-calcareouB s~Y~~ere III1lch higher I 
on the Mendon silt loam for all treatments than on the Orem lOamJ sand. 
The contras' 1s greatelt at the highest treatment rates. ~ 
~ nOh-ea16lreons. The rate of decline in yields from lowest to 
high.at treatments vas les9 on the calcareous tban on the non-calcareous 
loi1s. In comparing the y1e1dl from the two calcareou8 soils, the 
Petersbora soil maintained greater yields for all fluorine treatments 
than dld the IrontGn loam. 
fhe lowest fluorine content was in the turnip topa grown on un-
treated Ironton loam and untreated Peteraboro silt loam, 14.5 and 14., 
p.p.m. reepectivell. HoveYer, for the high treatment the Ironton loam 
produeed dry weight toliage of 283.5 p.p.m. compared to the 61.5 p.p.m. 
foliage produced from the Petersboro loi1. The fluorine content in the 
foliage from the control pots of the non-calcareous soila is greater 
by 11-13 p.p.m. The highest treatment, l.thal to the turnip plant. on 
the Orem 1oam1 sand, produced vegetation from the Mendon silt loam of 
132 p.p.m. The Mendon silt loam induced less fluorine content at the 
hit;h 1eY81 than did the Ironton 10811. '!'he plants growlng on the 
Petersboro loll bad the lowest content of fluorine for all treatments, 
the highest value being 61.5 p.p.m. (see table 14). 
For 80me unexplainable reason, the fluorine contentl induced from 
the soils for the .~SlJ6 treat •• nta from the Crem 10BmJ land and the 
Peterlboro s11t loam were nearly three times that ot the .am. 8011a with 
Wal treataenta. The fluorine contents of the turnip tops for the hl,~ . 
eat leTel treatment (1600 p.p ••• r) tor the Orea 1O&mf sand exceeded the 
fluorine can'ent of the turnip tope crown on the P.tereboro .011 b, 
two and a halt ti •••• 
S1 
It I, adTia.bl. to examine the dltterence 1n uptake Ta1ue. tor the 
two calcar.ona 80111. IroD,on loam and Peterlboro atlt loaa. It,per oent 
ot CaCC) 11 aDl deterrent to up\ake of fluorine \1 plants in proportion 
to Its pre,ence in the 1011, tbe Ironton 1~ would take up 1 ••• fluorine 
at the hiebel' 'reatllent 1 .... 1. but "e find l' take. u.p nearl, ft.,. \1 ••• 
• 1 IIl\1ch. Aa exaalu.tlon of table 11 r_ .. 1, ,hat the Ironton soil hal 
tty. tim •• &. much CaCo, ae the Pe'eraboro. In the •• ction OA dilcu •• ioa 
we vl11 I •• vhf content of Caco1 in the loll i. not neees.arllJ a taa'G~ 
for repr ••• ln« .p'ake of fluorine b, plants. the dltter.nc •• in fluorine 
content ()t the turnip tops fro. the two nOIl-calcareoul 8011, 11'&).10. of 
,ienlflcance. Since both 10111 are Don-calcareoul lot18 (oni, 0., per 
( 
cent CaCa:,) we 'Would aspect tl~orl!l' content. ot ,he ,umlp 'ops ,. 'b. 
nearlr the ..... Rov ..... r. tab1. 11 shows difterenc •• ,tba' explain the 
apparent abilitl ot the turnip roots to extract 1 ••• fluorine froa 
Mendon all, lou than fro. Or_ lOUl1 saDd. '!'he Orea lOUlJ land haa 
1e •• than halt tbe colloidal capaolt1 \0 ablorb fluorine and fix i' 
apinlt uptake ablorption bJ' plant roots. !he Mend.on all' loam baa a 
higher baa •• xc~. capac!tJ tban the Peter.bore 8011. fbe importance 
of both It •• aDd oolloidal content of the Ireenhoul. 10111 1, l~rtan' 
in explaia1ng the OOaparliOll ot growth made in tipr.1 5 to 10. '1lUr e S 
indicat •• that Ora lOUf sand (Soil 1) hal 1e •• ab11t\1 'han the other 
loll, \0 tiz tl.orille. Growth 4rapt otf sharp1, 1n \na\JleJlt tour and. 
\0 no grow'k in tr.t •• n't tl... In oompanD« the crowth ot t"rnip top. 
on the non-calcareoul MeD40n ail' 1oa11 ill tipre 7, 1\ will b. noted. 
tba\ the ~'h 1a not IRlch 1.1. :tram \he lower \0 the higher trea'aentl 
v{'h 1Ia1. !he b.lt Crowth th~ugh all tty. treat.ente i, with Jal, 
NON CALCAREOUS SOIL 
Figure 5. White Globe turnips grown on Qrem lO&ll\Y sand "treated with 0 , 200, 
400, 800 , and 1600 P . p . • of fluorine added as NsF 
igur 6. White Globe turnips grown on Ironton loam treated with 0, 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. of fluorine added as NaJ' 
NON CALGAIIEGUS SOIL 
J'1ga.re 7. Whi te Globe turnips gr01lf!l on endon lIt loam treated with O. 200 
400, .800, and 1600 p.p.m. fitlorine added as NaY 
ligure 8~ White Globe t~rnip8 grown on Petersboro silt loam tre ted with 0, 
200, 400, 800, and 1600 p.VoID o !1~orlne added as NaF 
Figure 9. White Globe turnips grown on Orem loamy sand treated with 0, 200, 
400, 800. and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as Na2SiF6 
Figure 10. White Globe turnips grown on Petersboro silt loam treated with 0, 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as Na2S116 
r 
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illustrated in fl~re 8 for the Petersboro silt loam. The growth on 
the other calcareous 5011, Ironton loam, illustrated in figure 6, 1a 
also fairi, uniform for all five treatments, but the growth of the tur-
nip tops 1. not as rank nor luxuriant as that obtained on the Petersboro 
silt 108111. 
The ditferences in growth obtained tram Orem loamy sand and 
Petersboro silt loam tr.ate~vith Na2Si16 are illustrated in figures 9 
and 10. learl, uniform growth is evidenced by the turnips grown on the 
Peter.boro soil, but the \urnlps «rown on the Orem 10amr sand show a 
eharpdecl1ne in growth on treatment 4 and only the growth of two or 
three sp1ndlJ plante on treatment 5. 
fable 15 presents the analysis of variance for fluorine contents 
• 
ot turnip topa grown on Ironton loam, Mendon silt loam, and Petersboro 
sllt loam loi1s treated with Nar. Although the level of uptake ot 
fluorine 1s significantl, greater for the Orem loaml sand, it 1s not 
included in the snairsis because there were no harvested crops ~or 
trea\men' 5; there were one or two missing values tor the eOo p.p.m. 
loll treatment; and becAu8e of inconsistentlr high uptake Talues. The 
breakdown of treatments between soils is shown to 'be .ignificant and 
the uptake of fluorin. relative to chemical treatment levels is signlfi-
cant.. !he interaction between soIls and rates of chemical treatments 
is highl, lignificant for uptake of fluorine with lar a8 the source of 
fluorine. 
Much 'he same pointe are borne out in the statistical anallsis 
in table 16 tor flUorine content. of turnip tops grown on Orem lO8m1 
sand and Petertboro ailt loam 8011s treated with B~Si16. Differences 
between aol1. are significant. !he fluorine content changes between 
chemical \reatment levels are highly significant. Interaction of 
Table 15- ADalr8il of variance of fluorine content of White Globe 
turnip. grown on three 8011. (2, 3 and 4) treated with 
tiTe rates of Wal. Ixperiment 1 
Source of variation Degree of freedom 
Replications :3 
Treatments 14 
Between loils 2 
letween chemical 
treatmentl 4 
Soils x treatments 8 
Error 42 
Total 59 
•• Significant berond the 1 per cent leYel 
* Significant at the 5 per cent leTe1 
Mean squares 
5,)77 
19,180·· 
9,210· 
40,604· 
10.960·· 
2,025 
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'allie 16. Anal,eta of ftr1uce ot the fluorine 0011'.11t of ¥hi te 
Globe turnips crown on thr •• 1011s (2, J and 4) treated 
with liTe rat.e of Jar. IKperiment 2 
Source of yarla\lon Delre •• of freedom 
Replication. :1 
!reat ... ,a 9 
I.' ••• n 10111 1 
I.tva. chelaleal 
treat.entl 4 
So111 x treat •• nte 5 
Irrol' 27 
Total 39 
•• Slsnlttcant ~e,ond the 1 per cent 1 .. e1 
• Significant at the S per cent leY.l 
Mean .quat •• 
4,371 
13,088** 
9,26)· 
18,975·· 
6.;26-
2,0,8 
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soils X treatment rat •• 1s also significant. Thie first power inter-
action in the cases ot both Hal and Na2S1'6 treatments indicates that 
the tr.a~ment leY,l, react dlfferentll with the dlfferent lolls. This 
i, what we would ezpect with dlfterin& 'amounts of 0&00; and colloidal 
contant in each so11 to D~'r.al1Ee the effects ot the added fluorine. 
UptakJ studi •• llz first crop Banger alfalfa, experiment la 
On 1I09'eDlber 27, 1951, ten dtQ'9 Il.!ter all the turnips were harvested, 
.11 the 8011, ttled in experi.entl land 2 were planted to Banger alfalfa. 
!o alaure a balanced nutrition in this and succeeding crops, fertiliser 
vat added tG all .oila at the rate of 300 pounds per acre. The pote 
vere all randomlsed in four blocks 8S before. Germination val better 
in mOlt cases than with the turnips. However, the high leYal ot 
1600 p.p.m. fluorine vith the Bal as the source vas also lethal tor 
Soil 1, Orem 10am7 land. Small alfalfa teedlings were transplanted 
trom a flat, bUt they would not take root and develop in this soil at 
this high-leYel treatment. 
Moisture tor the alfalla, as tor the turnips, wa.s maintained as 
near as possible to the field optimum tor each solI. Soil 1 had a 
low moisture capac! tl and required. more frequent irrigation. Soil 2, 
containinc a higb aaount of organic matter, had a high waier holdltt« 
capact" an4 held water moderately well for crop use. Soil J bad an 
e¥8n higher vater boldine capacit7 and 4rled out comparativel, slow11. 
Soil 4 .tored water well and did not drJ out r.apldl,. The lolls were 
watered bJ Itee11; that is, the relative degree of dr.yness or moistness 
ot the loll wal felt with the fingers before water was applied. Then 
enough val applied onl7 to bring the moisture up to an optimum growing 
leYel. Sufficient moisture vas supplied 80 that lack of moisture at 
no time in the grovin« ot the crop would be a limiting factor. The 
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water used was Logan C1tr vater. This water 1s comparatiTely fluorine 
free, averaging only about 0.15 p.p.m. 
The first crop of alfalfa was harvested March 15, 1952, at abottt 
the one-half bloom stage. The entire alfalfa'plants were harvested 
from each pot, and the green weights taken. 
Samples of the Banger alfalfa were washed, dried, cut up, and pre-
pared for storage in air-tight plastic eontainers similar to the pro-
aedure used for turnip tops in experiment 1. Fluorine anal,sis was 
made of whole alfalfa plants. 
Uptake studies ~ the second crop of Ranger alfalfa. exp!rlment lR 
The first crop.of alfalfa was grown during the winter months when 
the daylight hours were short and the intensity of sunlight during the 
day vas less than during a normal growing period, so a second crop was 
started after the first harvest vas clipped off. Pots were put in 
randomized blocks as before. No fertil1!er nor additional soluble 
fluorides were add.d. The stage of maturity at barTest vas between 
1/10 and 1/2 bloom stage. The second crop of alfalfa was harvested 
May 10, 1952. Procedures were the same as for the first crop. 
Uptake studies from first crop Baager alfalfa l!:2!!!. ~ 8011s ~ !i2SiJ6 
~ fluorine source. experiment §A . 
Additional information was sought on uptake of N~SiJ6 on a calcar-
eous and non-calcareous soil, so pots were prepared as before with 6 kg. 
(oven dry basis) of soil weighed into each 2-gallon gls7.ed pot. Eaoh 
treatment, 0, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. of r with 1a2S1Y6' was 
replicated four times and the pots watered and planted as before. 
Supplemental fertilizer (16-20-0) wag added at the rate of 300 pounds 
per acre. Soils used were Soil " the non-calcareous Mendon silt loam, 
and Soil 5, a oalcareous 1011 not pre~1ous11 used. In the late tall of 
-----~------------------------------, 
1951, more Seil 2 vas needed for the greenhou •• experiment., 10 an 
a".pt was -.de to •• cure I1OP. trom ,he field. Hov ..... r. the snow 
coyer preYented .ecuring tbe ..... soil, 80 the 8011 this tl •• was ob-
tained 100 fard, e .. at of the onginal sampling. The soil 11 ot a 
d1fterent series, !a,loraville, with alightl, dltferent '.xture--l ••• 
organic _"~oar, le.s lodtu, and nearlr one-baIt le8s field. fluorine 
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content. Referenoe i. -.4. agai!l to table 11 tor the C(hemlcal aDd 
phraical characttril\lcI of the loi11 Uled in the greenhouse experiments. 
laDrer altalfa wa. planted Jantla17 1.5. 1952. The .'and va, good 
in almost all pots, but val allghtll retarded with the 800 p.p.m. and 
1600 p.p.ra. fluorine l."el. on \o\h lide •• 
Plants vere baM'ested April 12, 1952, at one-halt full bloom .tage. 
Upt,k •• \ud1 •• 1l2! ,uoH .!mm !.nOr alfalta trom two ,01l! 1tUJ! 
&281J6 II. ,luori !). ,ourp.. experillpt ~ 
Atter ,he first orop was han •• ,,4 in 4a abOT., the altalta val 
allowed to grow again &114 the •• cond crop va. ba" •• ted Ma, )1, 1952. 
at a .'&1' ot maturttr b.tw.en 1/10 and 1/2 bloom. 
Samples were duplicated the lame as in the fint crop. and washing, 
drrinc. and etora«. technique. were the Sail. except that 11.8 vas not 
added to the sample untIl fluorine anal,s1. was beg\U1 atter Uking _he 
sampl •• trOll 8\01'8«8. Ch.ical anaqsls tor fluorine va. mad.. on the 
plant ti,su. after a period ot .to~. in a treezlDC compartm.n'. 
P'Pty. 1)-41" R.t thim .£Wl :Baver 'lttl(J. l!:!!. cOllpo.l ttA replicat., 
ooy,riy all tr.atment. lt2! I!! lolls it .!perl •• nt. !!! ~.!l!., '!per-
illO' .1 
.Aft.r the barYe.' 'of' the •• oond crop alfalia 11'1 4.. Apr!!" 12, 19.52, 
the altalfa va. kept growing bJ wat.ring r,«ular1)" and the immature 
alfalta cut ott, until the a.ooud crop ot alfalfa 1n 4 b was harFIStet 
Mar )1, 19.52. At this tilDe the pot- of both 4a and 4b experimen'. 
vere randomized into four replicates (blocks) of five treatments. in-
eluding both Jar and N~SlJ6 fluorine source •• and all flve 801ls that 
l 
had be811 used. in all previous experiments. This made 160 pots in all. 
randomized in four replioates of 40 pots each. the soils vere watered 
and the alfalfa was allowed to mature into a third crop_ On July 10, 
lq52. this arop val harvested and prepared for fluorine analysis. Total 
field dry weight basis vas calculated per replicate. However, statistical 
anal,8i. val not applied on this third crop because replicates of each 
treatment tor eaeh 8011 were harvested together and one fluorine analy-
s1s va. run tor each composite sample of whole alfalfa. 
'l'he balance of the BUDer the alfalfa wat kept cut off and the pots 
watered to keep the alfalfa growing. 
Uptake ~ !2! fourth ero} Bauer alfalfa tram all treatments, :poth 
ohemicalt (!!! ~ ~S1'6 and all s011s used 1!;. preYloul uptalte studies 
After the hea' ot the summer and tall bad subsided and a more 
Dormal temperature wal maintainable, it was decided to crop & last and 
fonr,h arop ot alfalta. Pots were re-randomized into an overall ran-
domised block delign of all the previous ~8.d pote and chemical treat-
ment, (160 pots--40 pots per replication or block). -After all plants 
had-been ~8n~ clipped, the alfalfa was allowed to grov a fourth crop. 
!his began October 7, 1952. On October 23, artificial lights were 
turned on at ':00 p.m. and left on until about 3:00 a.m., adding sntfic-
ient li«h~ tor a total of 18 hours per day- Over each bench of alfalfa 
pots the to\&l output of three reflector 'ype lights vas 1500 watts. 
'!'he latter tart of lloVember the lights were turned down to a total of' 
14 hours ot combined artifioial light and sunlight per da7- Light. 
were not turned on during the dar, even though there were numeroul 
cloudr dar'. 
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Harrest took plaoe on December 31, 19;2. Vegetative samples in-
cluded the whole alfalfa as before. ~he vegetative harvest stage vas 
that of 1/10 bloom. Samples vere prepared for sto~e in much the &ame 
W&7 as before, except that no lime wal mixed with the samples betore 
storage in the cold storage locker. 
Result. 
The important consideration of the greenhouse studies was to ascer-
tain the extent ot upta~e of fluorine \, absorption of plant roots from 
a so11 media supplied with Tarious rates of fluorine treatment tro. 
soluble fluorides. The soil in the control pot, obviously, would rep-
resent the soil before any atmospheric contamination was present: 
vhile the 1600 p.p.m. leYel of fluorine added would reprea.nt a maximum 
that could conceivabl, be deposited on and abosrbed b7 the loll at a 
reasonable future interval of time. 
Effect ot the soluble fluorides, Jal and N~SiJ6' on the growth ot 
Ranger alfalfa is reflected in table 17. When these yield data are 
compared with the summary of fluorine contents in table 18, the 8ame 
vegetative correlation Is apparent that was also .,ident for the tur-
nlps--a9 the 1ie1d decreases the fluorine content increases. The 
Peter.bora 8011 has the capacity to yield better than the other solIs, 
with a mean 1ie1d for four crops of 11.37 grams drr weight. Mandon 
silt loam was next in ability to produce alfalfa orer all.levels ot 
soluble fluoride treatments. !ha Ironton loam, although a high1J 
calcareous 80i1, rank, third in paId capacl t1 for four crop.; an4 
the Orea loamJ sand ~ks fourth. lor the fluosilicate treatments the 
,ie1ds range in the aame order as vi th the fluoride treatments. The 
mean 1ield8 on the various soils in decreasing order were 11.62 grams 
for Petersboro; 10.22 grams for Mendon silt loam; 9.02 grams for 
. 1.'abl. 11. SuI_17 of alfalfa ,ieldl, drr wel«ht 1D grams- for fOtlr crops of langer alfalta crown 01l 
tour so1la treated vi th liYe ra'e. of II.)'; aDd t01lr crops «rowJl 011 solIs treated with tl •• 
rat •• at .~Sl.6 
Yield for each 
Date of S011 ~ solI, all treat-
baJTest IlUll1»er SolI '11'8 ppm r Crop 0 200 400 800 1600 •• nt. 
fluorine added to 8011 (p.p... as Har) 
3/15/52 1 Orell 108Jll7 sand :t 1- t 1 9.4 8.5 8.8 4.8 0.0 6.) 
5/10/52 2 1).5 14.9 1).3 7.1 0.0 ,9.8 
7/10/52 3** 7.1 8.4 10.2 4.3 0.0 7.5 
12/1)/52 4 5.3 9.0 8.2 . 7.9 0.0 6.1 
<g". 8' g q, k'? 'Pt,13t b ,r)J [).t} ean or our crops 7.42 
'3/15/52 2 Ironton lou F71 1 10.2 9.4 B.7 8.0 ;.2 8.) 
5/10/52' 2 12.1· 15.5 12.6 11.8 8.9 12.2 
7/10/52 ') .. 7.1 9.8 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.2 
17/11/52 4 9.1 11.'3 9~.5 9.3 7.1 9.4 
9, ~:? 11. !tIJ 
. 
ff.70 Q,]6 j-o 
Mean for tour crops 71 9.52 
1/15/52 Mendon slIt leam 1 8.9 11.1 11.9 13.1 . 7.6 10.S 
5/10/52 ?/O 2 14.1 1).1 18.8 16.6 12.1 14.9 
7/10152 3·· 11.2 10.7 12.0 11.0 1.7 10.5 
12/1..,/52 ,. 8.2 8.6 9.5 8.6 6.3 8.2 
/0,,60 to, r g 1],0 S- I-:<,J] <:g. 13 
MeaI1 tor tour crops 10.97 
1/15/52 4 Petersboro all' loam 1 16.2 11.9 11.9 1'3.1. 7.6 12.1 
5/10/52 ]Gt? 2 16.4 15.1 14.8 16.6 12.1 ' lS.0 
1/10/52 3·· 10.1 10.4 11.6 10.0 9.0 10.2 
12/13/52 4 1.5 9.6 8.9 8.9 6.1 8.2 
I J... 5-5- { 1,76- I L C(O 12.,/3- '6,70 -...J N 
Mean for tour crops 11.37 
Ii 
I, I 
Table 17. (Concluded) 
'I 
I Y1eld for each 
II I 1 i Date of 5011 9011, all treat-
I I ! hAn'!!St number SolI t~e Cro!! 0 200 400 800 1600 lIents 
.I I I (p.p.m. as I~Slr6) 
Ii 1'1 
J1uorine added to solI 
1/15/52 1 Orell 108!lJ sand 1 9.0 6.8 9.1 6.8 4.8 7.') 
5/10/52 2 14.0 12.9 9.0 11.8 5.2 10.6 
7/10/52 J •• 7.) 6.4 7.8 7.0 3.4 6.4 
1?/11/52 4 6.4 7.1 7.1 7.4 5.5 6.1 
0/, I <t g. 3,6- g .1-j- ~, "45- ~~ 7 ] 7.67 Mean for four crops 
1/15/52 4 Petersboro silt loam 1 12.9 10.'3 12.2 12.7 12.8 .12.2 
5/1'0/52 2 16.1 15.8 17.4 15.6 14.9 16.0 
7/10/52 '.)*. 10.1 9.8 9.4 11.1 6.9 9.5 
12/13/52 4 6.9 9.6 9.0 9.1 8.7 8.8 
11 ,~-j- 1/,31 /2..,0 0 12,13 IOI~'3 11.62 Mean for four crops 
4/12/52 '3 Mendon slIt loam 1 12.5 13.2 11.3 14.1 16.9 1'3.6 
5/;1/52 2 11.5 14.9 12.8 14.6 10.0 12.8 
7/10/52 '3 •• 7.2 7.1 7.6 6., 6.3 6.9 
12/13/52 4 6.6 7.7 7.4 8.6 7.6 7.6 
9.13- 10.73 ~7t to.?/) 10,::)0 Mean or four crops 10.22 
4/12/52 5 Taylorsville fine 1 11.4 11.7 11.8 11.9 11.6 11.7 
5/11/52 sandy loam 490 2 10.; 10.9 10.4 11.4 10.1 10.6 7/10/52 3·· ,.4 7.4 7.5 7.1 7.0 6.5 
12/1,/52 4 6.8 8.3 8.0 7.5 5.9 7.3 
~7/t~ 9. j~ q ~ ~ '1 3 9, 1 ~ <6,6 j-
Mean for four crope 9.02 
I I! 
I I -...J 
'vl 
i II I 
.Mean of four replications for each treatment for each s011. 
·.Bep11cates were composited and harvested together. Yield values are ave~e per treatment 
II per re~licat8. 
Table 18. SumMary of average- fluorine content (p .p.m.) of four crops of Ranger a l falfa grown on 
four soils treated "lth five rates of WaF; and average fluorine content of four crop 
ot :Ranger alfalfa grown on four soils treated with five rates of Na2SiJ'6 
)'1ean fluorine 
Date of Soil content - all 
harvest number Soil type Crop 0 200 400 800 1600 treatments 
Fluorine added to solI (p.p.m. as NaF) 
3/15/52 1 Orem loarDY sand 1 30.2 54.2 79.0 89.0 
5/10/52 2 15.5 )0.3 46.0 111.0 
7/10/52 3·· 9.0 38.0 10).0 250.0 
12/11/52 4 9.7 14.7 19.2 23.2 
Mean 16.1 34.3 61.8 98.3 52.6 
1/15/52 2 Ironton- loam 1 . 25.5 24.0 25.7 35.2 103.2 i 
5/10/5? ;~ 2 13.7 11.2 17.7 29.2 76.0 
7/10/52 3·· 10.0 28.0 23.0 14.0 152.0 
1?/11/52 4 8.5 6.2 8.5 15.0 24.0 
Mean 14.4 17.3 18.7 23.3 88.8 32.5 
1/15/52 Mendon silt loam 1 25.0 27.7 27.7 51.0 65.0 
5/10/52 2 14.2 15.5 ?6.5 24.2 79.5 
7/10/52 3·· 7.0 11.0 23.0 44.0 63.0 
12/11/52 4 7.7 8.5 11.5 12.5 29.0 
Mean 13.5 15.7 ?2.2 32.9 59.1 28.7 
1/15/52 4 Petersboro silt loam 1 15.0 50.0 25.7 33.0 53.0 
5/10/52 2 13.0 2?5 26.0 43.2 61.2 
7/10/52 3·· 8.0 19.0 25.0 40.0 96.0 
12/13/52 4 7.7 7.5 11.5 17.5 60.7 
-..J 
24.7 33.4 67.7 )1.7 -4=" Mean 10.9 22.0 
Table 18. (Concluded) 
Mean fluorine 
Date of 5011 content - 8,11 
halTest number 5011 tl,Ee Cr212 0 200 400 1300 1600 treatments 
Fluorine added to s011 (p.p.m. as N~Slr6) 
1/15/52 1 Crem loamy sand 1 26.0 108.0 71.7 135·2 91.5 
5/10/52 2 13.5 51.0 53.0 74.7 160.1 
7/10/52 3·· 9.0 86.0 76.0 70.0 40.0 
12/13/52 4 9.1 12.0 23.0 24.7 49.5 
Mean 14.5 64.2 55.9 76.1 85.2 59.2 
1/15/52 4 Petersboro slIt loam 1 38.2 42.0 45.2 41.2 43·0 
5/10/52 2 15.0 27.5 2e.7 37.0 43.0 
7/10/52 3·· 8.0 21.0 35.0 33.0 40.0 12/13/52 4 14.0 11.2 10.0 14.0 17.2 i 
Mean ;- 18.8 25.4 29.7 31.3 ~ ""28.2 d" 
4/12/52 :3 Mendon s11t loam 1. 14.5 26.7 35.0 53.7 87.2 
51;1/52 2 11. ) ' 16.5 30.3 59.0 173.7 
7/10/52 3·· 7.0 16.0 29.0 5J.O 120.0 
12/13/52 4 9.2 9.7 11.7 25.2 2).0 
Mean 10.5 17.2 26.5 47.7 10).5 41.1 
4/12/5? 5 Taylorsville fine 1 27.5 )7.0 36.2 37.0 70.7 
5/ll/52 sandy loam 2 12.3 16.3 1~.5 33.5 112.0 
7/10/52 3·· 5.0 5.0 20.0 35.0 155.0 
12/13/52 4 10.0 9.5 10.0 14.5 20.5 
Mean 13.7 16.9 21.2 30.0 89.5 34.3 
"'..J 
\A 
·Mean of four replieations for each treatment for each solI. 
·.Replicates 'Were composited and harvested together. Values are of eomposited samples. 
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Taylors~ille fine sandy loam; and 7.67 grams for Orem loamy sand. 
For all crops, with the exception of the crops grown on Mendon silt l 
loam and Taylorsville fine sandy loam treated with Na2S1F6' the largest 
crop was the second crop. This was perhaps because the growing conditions 
were more of an optimum for normal light and temperature to encourage 
Tegetative growth. The main reason 'for a drop in yield for the third 
crop was possible because of the high temperature level of the greenhouse 
during most of the growing period. General decrease in yield for the 
fourth crop was probably lack of normal light periods for photosynthesis, 
even though supplemental artlficfal light was provided. The general 
tendency was for the yields to decrease with the number of crops grown. 
Whereas yields of dry matter decrease with treatment rates applied 
to soils, fluorine content of Ranger alfalfa increases with treatment 
rates. In comparing the mean fluorine content of Ranger alfalfa grown 
for all Nal treatments, the Mendon silt loam and Petersboro silt loam 
compare closely in their capacity for minimizing the uptake of fluorine. 
Ranger alfalfa grown in Ironton loam absorbs more fluorine, .and the mOlt 
I 
t 
\ 
I 
I 
fluorine of all is absorbed from the Orem loamy snnd and the NaJ treatments. 
Ranger alfalfa grown on Petersboro soil treated with Na2Si16, as 
influenced by the SOil. takes up the least mean fluorine content, 28.2 
p.p.m., for four crops. TaylorSVille fine sandy loam induces slightly 
more. 34.3 p.p.m.~ Mendon silt loam induces a fluorine content of 41.1 
p.p.m., and Crem loamy sand induoes the most ~luorine content in Ranger 
alfalfa (59.2 p.p.m.) as measured by mean fluorine content of all crops 
and all treatments. 
Some inoonsistencies are noted in the uptake values influenced by 
some soils where a s01l with a lower treatment produces vegetation with 
more fluorine content than a soil with a higher treatment. !his can be 
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usually explained by the experimental error 1nv'olved in sample prepar-
ation for analysis or in the fluorine analysis itself. In spite of pre-
cautions exerted to minimize carry-over in the stills from previously run 
samples by acid washing of the stills before a new analysis was made, 
some sporadically high samples were found. These were all checked by a 
rerun when sufficient ash of plant sample wa.s left for a determination. 
Analysis of variance for fluorine cont~nt for the first, second, 
and fourth crops of Ranger alfalfa is tabulated in tables 19, 20, and 
21. The difference in uptake as related to the five treatment levels is 
highly significant except in the first crop on soils 3 and 5 (table 21), 
and here it is significant at the 5 per cent point. This indicates, 
then, that for these solls we could expect increases in uptake of 
fluorine for increases in amounts of soluble fluorides added, under the 
conditions for the greenhouse experiments. 
In the analysis of variance (table 20) of the fluorine content of 
three crops of Ranger alfalfa grown on Soils 1 (Orem loamy sand) and 4 
(Petersboro silt loam) with five rates of NeE and Na2SiF6 as fluorine 
sources, some interesting uptake questions are answered. The source 
of variation between soils is highly significant, indicating that for 
these soils (calcareous and non-calcareous) there is a chance of 99:1 
that the difference is real in ability of Ranger alfalfa to extract 
more fluorine from the non-calcareous soil than from the calcareous ;\ I ,~ 
80il. In the first and second crops the first order interaction of 
treatment rates x soils indicates that the soils do not react the same 
with all treatment levels. The second order interaction (table 20) for 
treatment rates x chemicals x soils is significant for all three crops. 
This confirms our expectation that two soils of differing colloidal 
content and activity and lime content would react differently in 
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Table 19. Analysis of variance ot the fluorine content of three 
crops of Ranger alfalfa grown on three different 90111 
(2. 3 and 4) with five treatment rates of NaJ 
,;- " .... 
Degrees 
Source of variation ot Mean 
freedom lIt 
Replications 3 1103 
Treatments 14 2029** 
Between loill 2 2740-
:Between chemical 
rates 4 5061-
So111 x chemical 
rates 8 3:35 
Error 42 770 
Total 59 
•• Significant beyond the 1 per cent level 
• Stgn1flcant at the 5 per cent level 
squares for crops 
2nd 4th 
72 50 
2089** 789*· 
68 420*-
6816·· 812*· 
230* 871* 
104 80 
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Table 20. Analysi. of variance ot the fluorine content of three 
crope of Ranger alfalfa grown on two different 901ls 
(1 and 4) with five treatment rates of each of tvo 
chemicals, Nar and Na25i16 
Degrees 
Source of variation of Mean squares for oropt 
freedom 1st 2nd 4th 
Replications :3 5757-- 274 196-
Treatment rates :3 6515-· 7S2)-- 322-· 
Chemical. 1 4323** 22 25 
S011s 1 22952-- 8509·- .518** 
Treatment rates x 90ila 3 3617·· 1906·· 121 
Treatment rates x 
chemicall :3 417 806-· 14 
Chemicals :x soill 1 518 34 0 
Treatment rates x 
chemicals x soil, 6277"- 3135· 191-
Error 45··· 5.53 132 49 
Total 63---
••• Degree of freedom for error and total is reduced one each in the 
analYlis (44 and 62. respectively) because ot one calculated miss-
ing value • 
•• Significant beyond the 1 per cent level 
• Signifioant at the .5 per cent level 
Table 21. Analysis of variance of the fluorine content of three 
crops of Ranger alfalfa grown on two different so11s 
(3 and 5) treated with five different rates of Na2SiF6 
. ... 
Degrees 
Source of variation of Mean 
freedom 1st 
Replications 3 390 
Chemical rates 4 ,Q26* 
Soile 1 31 
S011s x chemical rates 9 169 
Error 22 1136 
Total 39 
•• Significant beyond the 1 per cent level 
• Significant at the 5 per cent level 
squares for crops 
2nd 4th 
8721· 217 
23752·· 472·· 
3861 240 
594 33 
2593 102 
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inducing uptake of fluorine in plants with different treatment levels of 
fluorine added to the 90i1s. 
Figures 11 to 18 inclusive illustrate the differences in growth of 
the first crop of Ranger alfalfa. With the NsF soil treatments for 
Soil 1 the growth was reduced in the fourth treatment, and no growth vas 
secured on the high level. Relative~ even growth was secured on the 
Ironton soll, although there was a noticeably reduced growth at the high 
level treatment. Growth vas qUite uniform for the alfalfa grown on the 
Mendon silt loam, as vas the growth on the Petersboro silt loam. 
For the Na2Sil6 90il treatments, grovth tor the Orem sandy loam 
decreased at the higher level but did not tail entirely a8 did the 
alfalfa and turnips both for the high level NsF treatment. On Soil) 
(Mendon silt loam. figure 17) growth seemed to be stimulated at the 
higher leTels, which vas borne out in the average yields for the first 
crop or Ranger alfalfa grown on the Mendon silt loam. The growth of 
alfalfa on the Petersboro soil treated, with Na2Si16 vas quite uniform 
.\ 
for all treatments. 
ligure 19 summarizes the trend in uptake for the turnip crop and 
the four alfalfa crops for the five treatment rates for the NaF used 
on all the s01ls. Figure 20 similarly summarizes the trend in uptake 
~p crop. 8 of r From N t;t;:z 54' F~ 
The differences that exist in pH and conductiTity for the soi18 
f 
used in the greenhouse experiments after one crop of turnips and the 
first three crops of alfalfa were harvested are given in table 22. 
lor both the NaJ and the Na2SiF6 treatments, the pH was generally raised 
with increased additions of fluorine from the fluorine sources--vith 
the exception of Soil 3. where the pH was reduced to 6.8 for the high 
level Na2Si16 treatment. A similar tendency was noted for conductance 
Figure 11. 71rst crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Orem loamy sand treated with 0, 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p.n.m. fluorine added as NaF 
CD 
N 
• 
J1gure 12. First crop Banger alfalfa grown on Ironton loam treated with O. 200, 
400, SOO, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as NaP 
f 
./ 
--- _______ -...~~~I 
ligure 13. J'irst crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Hendon silt loam treated vi th 0, 200. 
400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as NaY 
Figure 14. First crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Petersboro silt loam treated with 0, 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as Raj 
J'lgure 15. First crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Orem loamy sand treated with O. 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p . p •• fluorine added as N~SiJ'6 
J'igur 16. :fir t crop Ranger alfalfa grovn on Peteraboro lIt 10 
400, Soo, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added aa ~SiJ'6 
treated with 0, 200, , 
First crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Mendon silt loam treated w~th 0, 200, 
400, 800, and 1600 p.p.m. fluorine added as Na2SiF6 
CD 
CD 
Figure lP. First crop Ranger alfalfa grown on Taylorsville fine sandy loam treated 
with 0, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 p.p.rn. fluor1ne added as Na2SiF6 
90 
ot 111 loll .%t~C'1 to increa •• with increas.d a441tions ot the fluor-
ide 4 the tluGlil1cat.. The pH dld not attain an exc.a8iY811 bl«h 
Tala. eseep' tor Soil 1 in which no growth va. obtained for anr crop at 
the 1600 p.p ••• rat.. !his Ta111 ....... raged. 8.8 w1 th individual potted 
loll yalu •• ~ng aa hig~ aa 9.1. !hit soil at the 1600 p.p ••• leYel 
had a t1Pical black alkali nrtace erult,. makinA' it a definite1J hip 
alkaline loll. 11«he.t con4ucti?ltr Talue vas Doted for the hi«h level 
treat.8llt for the Ironton loam loll (N,o. 2), where tbe eonductiYltJ r4 
'be 111 extract val f01m4 to be 4.12 .. Illimhos. The saturated extract 
would range conl14e.rabl, higher than thil, de.tinl te17 maldng thi8 9011 
at thi. high 1.,.1 treat.eat a saline-alkali loi1. !his mar explain 
in part the decidedl, lover 11eldl at thi. treatment leY.l and the 
hl~her aTe~e fluorine content. when coapared to the normal Peter.boro 
and T8florlT111e 1011a. 
( 
J 
Table 22. Chemical analyses on greenhouse 80i1s after one crop of White Globe turnips and three 
crops ot !anger alfalfa 
EC x 10) 
pH ot soil conduct! ... 1 t1' 
Chemleal before .before 
added to green~ouse Treatment l!!els eommred greenhouse Treatment levels cOlll'P8.red 
Soil soil experiments experlaents 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
3 
4 
5 
0 800 1600 1:1 !xtrac~ 0 800 1600 
-pH after third crop of EC x 103• 1:1 extract after 
alf'alf'&G third crop of alfalfa 
NaJ' 8.0 7.q 8.6 (s.a.- 0·50 0.60··· 0.89 1.87-~1. 
lIaJ 8.5 8.5 8.3 8.6 3.20 2.72 2.49 4.12 . 
lfaJ 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.8 0.90 1.14 1.41 1.51 
Nal 7.4 7.9 8.0 8.1 0.60 1.0; 1.65 2.49 
la231J6 7.q 7.9 7.9 8.1 0.50 0.69 0.95 1.16 
Ba2Si16 7.4 7.6 7.0 6.8 0.90 0.63 0.63 0.65 
1&2S1 )16 7.4 7.7 7.9 7.9 0.60 1.01 1.12 1.47 
1I8.2S1 ]16 7.8 8.1 8.0 8.2 0.60 0.68 0.68 0.73 
-pH (paste) 
•• pH determinations and m1l1imohos p~r centimeter--conductivity are means of four replIcations. It 
is ot interest to note that the paste pH of the 1600 treatment ranged from 8.5 to 9.1. These soils 
had typically black alkali surface, which is also characterized by a high pH • 
••• Conductlvltl measurement of the controls Is made after the addition of (16-20-0) fertilizers 
and the many irrigation treatments for growing the crops. 
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DISCUSSION 
Most InYestlgators who baYe been working with the problem of 
fluorine uptake bl plants from solls haTe assumed that plants absorb 
more fluorine from soluble fluorine-treated non-caloareous soils than 
from similarl, treated calcareous 8011s. Furthermore, theT have 
assumed that the main reason for this difference results from the 
CaCO) fixing soluble fluorine al insoluble CaJ2• Results obtained in 
this studr indicate that there are non-calcareous 80i1s ot sufficientl, 
high colloidal content that are able. under the conditions of these 
experiment,. to be more ettective in repressing the uptake of fluorine 
bl plants than a calcareous soil. Thia so11 was a Mendon silt 108m. 
which 1, dilenased in more detail below. We must neeessar!1" there-
fore, consider also the ability of the colloidal fraction of the 80i1 
to fix fluorine in soil,. 
Although there 1. a tendenc1 for calcareous so11s to reduce mark-
edly the marement ot fluorine ion. into foliage trom root absorption, 
this do •• not prevent plants from absorbing significant amounts at 
higher treatment llY.ls. !he Peteraboro silt loam and the Ironton 
loam used in this studJ make good comparis~n. since they are both 
calcareons soll8. !he colloid content of the soils is comparably the 
same. The Petersboro has a moderate CaCO) content of 10.5 per cent, 
while the Ironton has a hi«h CaCO) content ot 52.0 per cent. On the 
basi. ot 11me content alone, we mi~ht expect the Ironton to be capable 
ot fixing more fluorine than the Peteraboro. But this 1s not the case, 
becauae the Ironto~ loi1 induces a higher fluorine content in vegetation 
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at the hl«ber treatment leYel, than does the PeterBboro 80il. other 
differences between the two 8011s are responsible for the greater 1~ 
duced fluorine content. !he difference in pH of the two salls suggests 
that a difference in solubl1tt1 ot CaCa, ia furnishing calcium ions mar 
be a factor. The pH of 7.4 tor the Peterlboro would promote greater 
availability of calcium ionl than the higher pH of 8.5 for the Ironton 
loam. Another item between the tvo loils which m., be important 1. the 
difference in available phosphorus. The Petersboro 8011 turDiah8e an 
unusually large amount of soluble phosphorus. With added fluorine ve 
have the proper combination for the formation of greater amounts ot 
insoluble Cal2 and apatite, 3ea,(P04>2Car2' in the solI. In final 
effect thia would make le9s fluorine available to plants. An examination 
of other items in table 11 reveals differencea in organic matter and 
soluble salta. These in combination with the others aboTe, and sep-
arate1r, mal influence the greater uptake from the Ironton loam than 
from the Petersboro silt loam. Jrom the eYidenee available it 18 
difficult to establllh the real reason or reason, for the differences 
in th ••• two caicareoul loils. 
Also of value Is the comparison of the Mendon allt loam and the 
Ironton loam, the former a non-calcareous soil and the latter a high11 
calcareous 1011. 'he Mendon silt loam ranks between the Ironton loam 
and the Peterlboro silt loam for inherent ability in inducing least 
fluorine content in vegetation when thee. soils are treat,d with lar. 
hiqher-- ~ (V"f 
The Mendon silt loam, while haYing onlf slightl, ~ore col1o!dsl con-
tent, may contain more active colloid as evidenced by the relativel, . 
high base exchange capaclt,. !he nature of clay colloid mar be different. 
!he Ironton DI8.1 haTe less exchangeable Ca than the Mendon soil where 
the exchangeable oalcium ma, be relatively high. Thi' needs to b. 
ascertained from further • \u41 , beoause these factors mal be the 
important ones in ratln« the Mendon silt loam to be more ettectiTe in 
fixing fluorine than the Ironton 80i1. 
This discussion serres to pOint out that tho •• factors tbat have 
had to be considered to«ether in these present .tudies could vell b. 
need in tuture studies .a lingle limiting factors. lor example, the 
availability ot fluorine in 80il. could b. studied in calcareous .O~18 
a. intluenced b1 pH in the range encountered here tram 7.4 up to 8.5 
or aboye, with other factors that haTe been different In these studies 
being the lame. Another study tbat vould be of value would be to make 
the only limiting factor affecting availability of fluorine that ot 
the Influen~. of different amount. of soluble salt. added to the 8011, 
inasmuch as this maT be one of the ditferences apparent between western 
soi18 and thoae of higher rainfall areas. lnrther stud, could allo be 
made using the factor ot colloidal content being the onll ~riabl. in 
studying the availability ot fluorine both in combination with and 
without the competing inflUence of lime. lurther studJ would a110 b. 
worthwhile in atud,1ng the exchangeable calc1~exchangeable sodlua 
ratio on the exchange complex and ascertain the eltect on the uptake 
of fluorine by plante. 
Likewll. we mal aSk the question a8 to vhl the inherent differ-
ences between eastern soils tbat haTe been limed and Donnally calcareoul 
western soils. There are differences in their abilities to influence 
the fluorine content of vegeta\ion grown on them. This i. illustrated 
when leYeI, in these experiments with the moderate1, calcareou8 Petere-
bora lilt loam are compared with the limed eastern s0118 ot Tennessee 
and elsewhere. The uptake level ot fluorine is apparently greater trom 
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the western s011s, but the reason for.the difference 1s not c1earl, 
apparent. Jlata tro. these experiments are not able to answer the ques-
tion tnlll. Perhaps the 'best we can do is to point out differences that 
mal be somewhat responsible. !he difference. of higher pH in western 
than eastern 1011s would hardly account for the difference because higher 
pH Y81ues would promote less Byailabillty of soluble fluorides than tor 
the more acid conditions of eastern 9011s. Soluble aalts of sodium and 
potaa.tum in western 8011s, not usually present in soils of the high 
rainfall areas of the east, mal be influenoing factors capable of in-
duoing hl~her lev&~s of fluorine content in plants grown on them. 
!ecen,'vork bl Maclntire, Winterberg, et &1 (1947): Hnrd-Karrer, 
(1951); Maclntire, et a1 (lQS1); and the author in this thesis definitely 
show that tluorf~e content of plants from 80il absorption i. materia1l, 
greater when the lonrce ot so 11 fluorine is from treatments wi th soluble 
form. suoh as War, I~Si'6' KI, or BJ' rather than CaJ'2 or phosphatic 
slags, even though considerable soIl lime mal be present. 
The Mendon ailt loam, a non-calcareous 8011 baving a higher col-
loidal fraction than anl ot the other 80i1s used in these studies, dem-
onstrates the importance of the colloidal traction of a soil also being 
responsible for absorption and fixation of fluorine in soIls. Compared 
with the Oren loamy sand it had ~er twice the colloid content. At the 
higher leYela of treatment with Wal and N~SlF6 it produced higher 
y1elds at Yegetatlon vhich absorbed legs fluorine from the 9011 than the 
Orem 108111 land. A similar y::a.rallel Is noted in oomparing the nearly ten-
told difference between the base exchange capacities ot the two soils. 
In the work ot the author, the turn1p plant. were able to absorb 
more tluorine trom s011s than vere the Ranger alfalfa plants. Some 
analyses showed that tum~ps could absorb a8 high as .500 p.p.m. wi thout 
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shoving evidence of tissue injury. Alfalfa was more sensitive to large 
amounts of added fluorine in the soil, and under the different 
temperature-Moisture-light relationships ot the four crops may possibly 
account for d1.fferent extents of necrotic leaf tissue at the outer per-
imeter ot the leaves. No correlation was apparent, however, between 
injury and uptake values or treatment. 
Turnip roota analyzed in the work for this thesis contained nearly 
one-half as much fluorine as the tops above ground. The theory of 
Daines, Leone, and Brennan (1952) that soil fluorine causes high leaf 
content and even higher root content does not hold here. Alfalfa roots, 
although not anallzed in this study, may present a different aspect, 
however. 
In the field stUdies it was observed that in general the fluorine 
content in a soil profile increases with depth and i8 usually greater 
in heaYier textured soils than sandy or light textured salls. HoveYer, 
soils adjacent to a source of heavy atmos~heric contamination hsYe a 
larger amount in several inches of topsoil than "that portion of the pro-
file immediately belove Heavier textured subsoil zones of lime accumu-
lation increas@ fluorine content. Leaching action of water remOTes 
more fluorine from sandy solIs than from the heavier textured solIs 
equally distant from a aource of atmospheric contaminatIon. 
Soils located where there Is little or no Influence from atmospheric 
contaminants derive most of their fluorine from the parent materials. 
This vas apparent in the Cache County 80i1s. However, with a maJor 
source of atmospheric contamination from industr,y close at hand, the 
total soil fl~orine is a combined result of parent material and that 
absorbed from the atmosphere. ~he soil fluorine contributed by the 
parent material 1s largely fixed and not appreciab11 available. but the 
solubl. fluoride. from atmospheric effluent. that find their vaT to the 
loil are BTaflabl. tor immediate uptake by plants until the time tbat 
ther are leached out of the loll by downward percolating watere or until 
the, are fixed bf the loll I1me or partially fixed bl 8011 colloida. 
It will be noted from table 19 tbat the fluorine content ot BaDger 
altalta decrea8es, general 1" froD the firat to ,he tourth cropt. Thi. 
ma, indicate that time 1. a factor in the fixing of fluorine more com-
pletely by the calcittm carbonate and the co1l01dal fraction of soil. A 
future examination of these lolls in examining the difference between 
readil, soluble fluorides and 'fixed' form. ot fluorine would prore help-
tnl in anawering the question of the influence ot t1me on the aTail-
ability of the fluorine ion. fbis mar be lignificant becan •• the plante 
in this preseat stud, haYe extracted in tour crope onl1 a Ter,y small 
fractional part of the original fluorine input. 
It should be borne in mind that the conditions of these greenhouse 
experiments cannot be exactl, duplicated in the field. Conditions ot 
normal drainage ot 'he loll profile in the field are not maintained in 
. . 
potted greenhouse so11s o Under irrigation, the leaching out of soluble 
fluorides mar be appreCiable, especially with extreme17 sand, 8011s 
such &8 the Orem loamy saDd. Another factor which must be taken into 
account 1s the qu&litl ot the vater used in irrigation. In moa' cae •• 
water from the Walatch tront a.ed tor lrr~tloD in Utah Count, oarries 
several &quiTalent part, per mtllion ot calcina. This would furnish 
available calcium in addition to that mad. aTai1able in calcareoul 
8011s trom the solubilitl ot CaCO) (16 p.p.m.) to react with the 
fluoride ion to form insoluble CaJ2• In a noa-calcar.ou. soil the dis-
solved calcium oarri.~ b, the water ooupled with the leaching action 
mal be ~utflci.nt in limiting more soluble fluorides trom uptake bl 
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root absorption than the author was able to show from the greenhouse 
experiments. With a more normal pattern of root distribution in the 
field soils, especially for a deep-rooted plant such as alfalfa, the 
question naturally arises al to what effect this would have upon the 
fluorine uptake from the whole 90i1 profile. Uptake studies under field 
condItions could giTe us more tangible evidence. 
-_ .. ---------------------------------------------.. 
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SUMMlRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. In a series of greenhouse experimenta, five different 80ils 
were treated with fiTe different rates of Nal and Na2Si16- Fluorine 
analyses vere made of White Globe turnip tops and the whole toliage of 
Ranger alfalfa to ascertain the fluorine content of the vegetation a.s 
influenced by the treatment of the soil. The results indicate that: 
(a) Hi~her average fluorine contents of both turnip tops 
and alfalfa vere obtained from the non-calcareous than 
from the calcareous 9011. by root absorption trom the 
soils. 
(b) As fields decreased 8S a result of higher treatment 
1~e19. content of fluorine in the plant tissue of the 
turnips and alfalfa increased. 
(e) Mendon silt 108m, a non-calcareous soil of higher col-
loIdal content than any of the other calcareous or non-
calcareous soll8 used in the greenhouse studi.es, pro-
duced higher yields of vegetation containing le8s 
fluorine than vegetation produced on the other non-
calcareous loil, Orem loamy sand. 
(d) Yields and plant fluorine contents for the same soil 
treatments varied for the three different calcareous soils. 
(e) An average uptake of fluorine for four 80i1s treated 
with the highest rate of NaJ indicates the following 
decreasing order ot abilit1 for the loils to induce the 
largest content of fluorine in vegetation: Orem lO8mr 
--------
-~ 
sand (non-caleareous), Ironton loam (hi«h1r 
calcareous), Mendon 111\ loam (non-calcareous), 
and Peterlboro silt loam (moderately calcareou.) 
(r) Av~rage uptake of fluorine for fottr .lol1s treat.d 
vith the highest rat. of l~sir6 indicates the tol-
lowing decreasing order ot abl1it7 for the soils to 
indttce the lar«est content of flUorine in vegetation: 
Orem 10am7 sand: Mendon s11t loam; !a11orlvl1le fine 
sandT loam (calcareoua), and Peter.boro s11t loam. 
(~) Plants differ in their abiliti.s to absorb fluorine. 
Turnip tops had a higher tlttorine content than alfalfa 
crops that followed on the same treated so111. 
(h) The result, of the greenhouse stUdies require consid-
erabl. care in interpreting with respect to field con-
di tions. 10l"lllal protile drainage, natural plant 
. rooting habitat, differencea in quallt7 of irrigation 
wa~r, depth sad changes in loll profile, and other 
differences in the field mal ha •• inducing or inhibit-
ing effects on flUorine uptake bl plants. lleld obser-
vations of fluorine Uptake by plants should follow 
theae greenhouse .tudies to more adequatell appraise 
reaction of field 80i1a to soluble fluorides or 
fluosilicate •• 
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2. Samples ot field s011s obtained in 1938 and 1951 vere used to 
stud, the fluorine content of the lolls with respect to distance from 
a reference point in Utah Count,_ Cache Count1. Utah, 8011s vere 
sampled in order to e.tlmate the natural1, occurring tl.orin. in soils. 
-----~---------
The data on these salls bring out the following relationships: 
(.) Fluorine in 80i1 does not a1wa19 increase with depth. 
Proximit7 to industrial sources of fluorine may caus. 
the upper few inches to contain more than the portion 
of the ~rofl1e immediately below. 
(b) Cache County 90ils, in general, increase in fluorine 
content with depth~ 
(c) The heavier textured soils from both Cache Count1 and 
Utah Countl contained more fluorine than light textured 
or sandr 801ls. 
(d) There i8 an apparent de~reage in average fluorine con-
tent in the top 24 inches of the soils of Utah Count1 
when correlated with distance eoncentricallr from the 
reference point at the southeast corner of Section 8, 
Township 6 South, Range 2 East. 
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